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Abstract
This work concerns the research and application of data visualization techniques to depict ongoing activities in
mankind’s investigation of space as part of a larger open-source visualization- and science-outreach software known as
OpenSpace. It therefore involves the construction of a physically accurate virtual environment of our local star group
and solar system so as to facilitate development of a robust and generalized solution capable of articulating missionscience to its viewers. The research part is focused on deploying data visualization methods suitable for contextualizing
scientific findings towards the general public in a pedagogical manner. In order to lead the development on the right
course, the New Horizons mission was chosen as the first mission-science extension of the software. The mission
itself encapsulates the essence of this thesis as the research and development process would evolve via its technical
parameters and unique requirements. Developed in close collaboration with mission scientists at John Hopkins
Applied Physics Laboratory, NASA personnel, programmers at Linköping University and astrophysicists at the
Hayden Planetarium, each institution serves as an integral part of the OpenSpace collaboration and is mentioned in
this thesis as well. The end goal of this work was to provide a fully operational New Horizons visualization on the day
of its rendez-vous with Pluto for the first public broadcast of OpenSpace across the globe, and in doing so, prepare the
software for future mission installments and demonstrate its capabilities as an open invitation to outside developers to
partake in a historically first open-source development effort aimed at visualizing the entire known universe.
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Introduction
1

Motivation

The work presented in this thesis is a small part of a much broader scientific data-visualization and public outreach
effort aimed at raising public awareness around the activities involved in mankind’s ongoing exploration of the
universe, where the particular focus here is on autonomous spaceflight. As these operations often output vast amounts
of three-dimensional data of the physical universe – due to the inherent complexity, along with the sheer rate and
volume at which it is produced, the results may not always be suitably compiled towards the general public. Research
shows that, although many members of the public express strong support for the endeavour in general, most are
relatively unfamiliar with the actual objectives and activities of spaceflight [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. This presents a demand to
investigate new data visualization methods able to contextualize such findings without compromise of their scientific
integrity, which also provides a way to foster a more meaningful engagement between institutions of science and the
general public. The ambition to do so is becoming ever more relevant now as public interest in and support of space
exploration has been widely acknowledged as a fundamental component towards guaranteeing resources necessary
for its long-term sustainability [1, 2]. In an analysis of space exploration across both the European and American space
administrations, based on the formulated strategies by a consortium of 14 worldwide space agencies, P.Ehrenfreund et
al stress the importance of the public in this matter, stating that — space agencies have to improve and expand their
efforts to inform and raise public awareness about what they are doing, and why [1]. The question is then, how?
It is important to recognize that the relationship between space exploration and the public is a lot more nuanced than
most believe [3] because science outreach in the 21st century is also not without its own difficulties [7]. The increased
exposure of public audiences to the scientific discourse does not always ensure straight lines of communication, as the
original message may be distilled numerous times, through numerous parties, by the time scientific understanding
has migrated to the public domain it can often suffer from imbalance and distortion [8, 9]. Another facet of this issue is
when scientific findings are assumed to lack broader public appeal without first undergoing artistic interpretation and
enhancement where the actual scientific substance becomes abbreviated into a format that seems to anticipate a fairly
impatient audience. Therefore, maintaining a clear and undistorted message may prove increasingly more difficult for
scientific institutions as time goes on [10, 11, 12, 13]. Another consideration to add is that the amount of work required
in creating pedagogical material is often tied to the inherent complexity of the subject matter it pertains to. By their
training academics are, amongst other things, skilled in research, writing, analytical thinking and public speaking.
But, that does not necessarily include translating their findings into material that is suitable for public consumption.
On this topic, P.Ehrenfreund et al [1] advocate for new communication methods able to keep up with societal changes,
making public support and engagement sustainable. In fact, all studies cited so far emphasize that fostering realistic
goals and expectations in the public is essential to sustaining long term space exploration programs.
Here, there is apparent room for a third party assigned the specific role of contextualizing scientific findings under
the supervision of experts and then curated by the scientist themselves for public viewing and participation. However,
the obstacles towards reaching such an end seem especially challenging now as it has also been broadly recognized
that autonomy, though already an inseparable asset of this effort, will play an ever more integral part in the future of
space exploration. Despite numerous autonomous missions going back as far as the early days of NASA and the Soviet
Space program, these operations simply lack the same broad public recognition of the Apollo and Soyuz programs
[3][2] [14]. Aside from the earlier discussed absence of suitable communication methods to promote these missions,
a reason for this could also be the more complex technical nature of the missions themselves. Because autonomous
missions are often designed to travel enormous distances into hostile environments, where signal travel-time can
render remote operation impossible, unmanned probes often have to be able to perform with little or no human
intervention or oversight. In many ways, autonomous probes can even outperform human capabilities while avoiding
most security measures otherwise required in human spaceflight [15]. In fact, an important realization is that almost
all spacecraft require some level of autonomy, if only as a backup when communications with humans fail for some
reason [16]. With high costs and high risks being inherent facets of space exploration there is the desire to accomplish
a lot in the least amount of time possible [17]. Therefore, as there also is no reason to conduct science in the exact
same manner humans would in the same situation [16], much of the work has to be planned in advance and may be
executed in a rapid and, for an outside spectator, quite unintuitive manner.
All of this adds to the challenge of communicating the overall mission execution and scientific findings to the
general public where it seems that the unique capabilities autonomous probes have on offer become the very thing
that makes it difficult for the public to relate to them. However, the decades of research, planning and creation of
these missions is a human story nonetheless, a testament to the human ingenuity and will when faced with seemingly
impossible odds. Now, with modern visualization tools at our disposal, we are able to effectively revisit these missions
and tell their story with a better narrative.
1

I NTRODUCTION

2

The OpenSpace Project

The OpenSpace project is a collaboration launched in 2012 by Linköping University (LiU), the National Aeronautics
Space Administration (NASA) and the American Museum of Natural History (AMNH). It is an ongoing investigation
into scientific data visualization methods for interactive, multi-scale, cross-platform, multi-display environments
and network solutions to further our current understanding of the known universe [18, 19, 20]. The distinguishing
feature of OpenSpace is the vision to portray the total experience, technical know-how and discovery derived from
mankind’s scientific investigation of the universe into one seamless, highly interactive and accurate virtual model,
from the structure of a single atom out to the background radiation of the universe.
More broadly, the OpenSpace effort represents a different mindset in how modern science ought to be portrayed
and communicated. It was mentioned before that fostering realistic goals and expectations in the public is essential to
sustaining long term space exploration programs - OpenSpace is an attempt to do just that. An important aspiration
for the software is to one day have it function as a portal between the science team and the general public - a two-way
communication method aimed to facilitate a more meaningful discussion around science by opening up for audience
participation. To do this it allows its viewers to immerse themselves in a physically accurate reproduction of the
natural setting from which scientific data originates and witness the intricate process behind its acquisition along
with curated content by the scientists themselves. So, rather than shunning away from the more intricate aspects of
scientific studies, where under traditional media formats such aspects are often deemed too overwhelming for an
public audience, OpenSpace highlights them.

3

Purpose

The key motivation for this work was an initiation of research and development of a robust and comprehensive
framework as part of a larger visualization system capable of communicating the science and engineering involved in
the past and present investigation of space.

2

I NTRODUCTION

3.1

Problem formulation and thesis requirements

The thesis work presented here involves a proposed solution for how complicated scientific investigations of space can
be contextualized in a pedagogical manner through a variety of traditional data visualization techniques. The overall
strategy of doing so was to establish a general mission-science framework facilitating future mission installments in
OpenSpace. To this end, the problem formulation at the start of this thesis in early 2014 can be summarized as follows:
• To develop a generalized solution for visualizing any space related mission in OpenSpace for the general public
and the scientific community. The solution will aggregate data-derivatives from existing mission science products
used by NASA and other space agencies along with any raw data specific to the missions thereof.
• It then must process the data using common visualization techniques such that the involved mission science and
engineering, data acquisition process and any integral aspects to the mission itself are articulated in a accurate
virtual rendition of the physical environment in which the actual events either have transpired or are set to occur
in the future.
• Aside from specific implementation goals, the underlying objective of this work is to facilitate an investigation
towards any thus far unforeseen problems, expose present issues in the code-base, lead to the discovery of new
challenges and solutions thereof. Instead of further developing one specific aspect of OpenSpace, the strategy is
to incorporate all necessary logic required for processing scientific data pertinent to one mission in particular. By
doing so, the aim is to advance the overall development such that the software becomes ready for public use no
later than July 14th 2015.
This report therefore spans a number different topics, and the order of implementation of key development objectives
are outlined in Figure 1.1 (as also listed in Method, section 2).

Figure 1.1: Simplified schematic of the development process during this thesis project. For more details, see Method, section 2.

The development of OpenSpace would initially revolve primarily around core functionality of the software such as
content loading mechanics, modularity, and overall design strategies. By the beginning of this thesis, the OpenSpace
software featured only one object at the center of its scene, a spinning Earth. Although there had been contextual
content added to the software, including real-time volumetric rendering capability for space weather phenomena,
those additions had been developed as isolate projects and aggregated into one only months prior to the initiation
of work presented in this thesis. In order to begin working on the New Horizons visualization, there was a need to
validate the software as a whole by means of introducing scientific data to it along with all required logic thereof. The
idea was to steer the development towards the discovery of new challenges while also exposing preexisting issues
thus far obscured due to the absence of data for which the system was constructed. This meant adding a physically
accurate environment for a mission, including the precise rendition of our solar system, local star cluster, the milky
way and any necessary methods specifically aimed to articulate a spacecrafts intricate mission-plan.

3

Method
This section begins by discussing the requirements involved in the mission selection for this project and what impact that choice
would have on the development process itself. It then continues with outlining the project scope and constraints in response to the
problem formulation and thesis requirements in Introduction, section 3.1. Finally, it goes over the organizational aspects and
overall structure of the various institutions involved in its development.

1

Choice of mission

Any system aimed at visualizing the many intricate facets of space travel must be generalized to accommodate the
unique makeup of each endeavour. For OpenSpace, the early consensus was that in order to preserve an objective
portrayal and integrity of each mission, the development had to be negotiated by the conditions governing both
autonomous and crewed space operations. This grounding in a real life scenario was aimed at furthering the
development, facilitating innovation and providing a contextual embedding by which previous work could more
easily be evaluated and improved. Satisfying these objectives, NASA’s New Horizons exploration of Pluto was
selected as the first mission to be introduced into OpenSpace. Its popularity, combined with the probes impending
encounter and recent controversy surrounding its targets planet-status presented strong incentives for the accelerated
development, early launch and promotion of the software.
However, the development objectives stated in Method, section 2 could have been accomplished in the same capacity
regardless of mission choice. The mission itself can be thought of as a prototype that drives the development process
more so than being its actual focus, meaning that — the developed methods, standards and requirements are initially
constrained to the exact parameters of a particular mission for accuracy and validation purposes. Then, once validated
by the mission-science team, the solution can then be generalized so as to interface with any spacecrafts on-board
schedule, attitude files and observational data.

2

Scope

Here follows the set of requirements back in early August 2014 to be incorporated into this project:
• NASA’s Observation Geometry System (SPICE) used to model, plan and execute missions, which enables the
correlation of instrument data with the attitude and position of the spacecraft.
• Visualize the Hipparcos catalog in OpenSpace (105 stars). The data has to be accurately read and converted to
suit the global scale of OpenSpace. The stars have to be rendered using a method that facilitates manipulating
their physical properties at runtime. The distance modulus function, i.e. the formula that computates each stars
apparent brightness, has to be calibrated.
• Develop methods to visualize an instrument’s FOV status, pointing and target surface intercept.
• A simulation that incorporates accurate orbital dynamics for planets, satellites and artificial satellites. Particular
attention is put on two systems along the New Horizons trajectory, the Jovian- and the Pluto- systems.
• Visualize New Horizons journey through the solar system including its Pluto encounter on July 14th 2015.
• Develop a SPICE based algorithm that projects mission images onto an orbiting body to visualize the data
acquisition process, and profile its performance.
• Write a generalized mission event scheduler that interprets mission core commands for spacecraft data acquisition
in OpenSpace.
• Construct an optimized New Horizons spacecraft 3D model for real time simulation.
• Visualize the planned ’solar occultation’ event during the spacecrafts rendez-vous with Pluto.

4
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3

Constraints

Beyond the local group of stars, the visualization presented in this thesis would not account for any data outside of
the solar system. Because the main objective behind this thesis work was visualizing space related mission-science in a
pedagogical manner, cosmetic improvements to the visuals such as atmospheric effects of planets, global illumination
techniques etc were of secondary priority. Instead, the planets would be visualized using simple shading techniques
so as to account for the illumination from the sun while the orbit of each moving body would be delineated using
OpenGL line segments.

3.1

Scan instrumentation

The capability to re-project data back to its sampling point of origin had to be limited in this development cycle to
camera-instruments only. With ongoing concerns about the software still being in a quite early development-state at the
time and the fact that New Horizons rendez-vous with Pluto was only months away, incorporating the total spacecraft
payload could not be done without delegating resources from other, more pressing parts of the visualization. The
reason for this is that even as the solution for camera-instrumentation would lay much of the necessary groundwork
for its further extension to scan-type instruments as well, it was considered unlikely to be completed before the projects
deadline with sufficient accuracy.
This topic will be revisited in Visual results, discussion and future work, section 6 where the various complexities
surrounding scan-type instrumentation are laid out along with a proposed solution.

4

Overall project structure and organization

The visualization of New Horizons exploration of the Pluto system in OpenSpace required close work between the
NASA mission scientists, AMNH astrophysicists and LiU developers. The software’s core development, maintenance
and research is handled by a team of PhD and Master programmers at the Visualization Center in Norrköping, Sweden.
It is this institution that is chiefly responsible for the software, handling the project repository, providing research
in scientific data visualization, validation and planning of module-development, new personnel for the project etc.
Students conduct their thesis work at AMNH and NASA in order to facilitate the exchange of knowledge with the
science teams involved, and to generate more input from all parties.

5

Related Work

AMNH, NASA and LiU have all lead pioneering efforts in the visualization of space, both on an individual and
collaborative level. From this cooperation, two products have served as a knowledge-resource and been of great
influence for the development of OpenSpace - Partiview and Uniview, detailed below.

5.1

Partiview

Distributed for free by AMNH and the University of Illinois, Partiview is an interactive viewer for mono- and
stereo-scopic 4D data. For over a decade, Partiview has been the main toolkit for browsing the Hayden Planetarium
Digital Universe Catalogue (see Background, section 2.2.5). During the OpenSpace development, Partiview’s accurate
representation of astronomical data served as the blueprint by which data from the Digital Universe was integrated.
As Partiview is by design a non object-oriented, single purpose tool, it lacks the multifunctional properties of its
contemporary space-viewing analogues. However, its clear presentation of otherwise complex data in an efficient and
comprehensive way made it a vital component in the validation process of the OpenSpace software.

5.2

Uniview

Uniview marks the beginning of the cooperation between the AMNH and LiU. Capable of running in an immersive
dome-based projection environment, the Uniview software is used in planetariums worldwide and features a wide
function-suite for observing scientific space models. The software can in many ways be credited as the prelude for the
genesis of OpenSpace and would greatly influence many design choices surrounding the its overall user experience.
But unlike its predecessor, the OpenSpace software is an open-source and strictly nonprofit research effort so as to
allow broader cooperation by scientific institutions and developers in the public sector.

5

Background
Because the work described in this thesis is largely based on the work performed by the science-team behind the New Horizons
mission the background body is divided into two parts in order to keep a clear separation between the two subject matters. As such,
Background, section 1 provides details of NASA’s New Horizons mission while Background, section 2 describes the background
relevant only to its virtual simulation in OpenSpace along with the general concepts, development plans and methods thereof.

1

New Horizons, mission background

This section is aimed at providing a general overview of the New Horizons mission including relevant details for the work described
in Background, section 2. Beginning with the probes journey through the solar system, it then provides an overview of the Pluto
system itself with the many uncertainties faced prior to the encounter along with the planned observations thereof, and ends with
an overview of the spacecraft and the science payload it carries.

1.1

Journey to Pluto

The mission officially began as New Horizons took flight at 19:00:00 UTC on 19 January 2006. The planned trajectory
(see Figure 3.1a) would take the probe on a close encounter with Jupiter [21], its closest approach at 05:43:40 UTC on
February 28, 2007. The Jovian-system presented the science team with an opportunity to verify the probes on-board
systems and ultimately served as dress rehearsal for the Pluto encounter [22]. As the generalized mission-science
components of OpenSpace were being prototyped through this mission, the opportunities present to the science team
during the Jovian encounter carried similar connotations to the development of its virtual counterpart, in which Jupiter
served as testing-ground as well. The presence of real life data became integral validation method in discussions with
the science team for the visualizations accurate calibration, confirmation of attitude parameters, instrument aiming
and overall interplay between the spacecraft and its targets. Beyond Pluto, the New Horizons mission-plan set the
probe en route through the Kuiper belt [23, 24] — but this final stretch lied beyond the scope of this work, as the
primary focus was the journey from Earth to Pluto, including the encounter event further described in Background,
section 1.5.

(a) New Horizons flight through solar system

(b) Pluto system and probe
nominal trajectory

Figure 3.1: (a) Diagram showing New Horizons trajectory, marked in blue, along with relevant events during its flight through the

solar system where Pluto’s orbit is tilted 17 degrees to its fundamental plane.
(b) The anatomy of the Pluto system, the outer four moons shown in exaggerated scale and the shadow line on each gives a rough
indication as to the systems orientation with respect to our sun.

1.2

General overview of the Pluto system

Pluto takes 248 Earth years to complete one orbit around the Sun and has five known satellites — Charon, Nix, Hydra,
Kerberos and Styx. Charon is the largest and closest moon, whereas the other moons are far smaller in size and do not
have a mass large enough to form into an orb-like shape, something that was unknown prior to the mission. Providing
a realistic environment for the mission meant representing these bodies in OpenSpace leading to a similar structure to
the one seen in Figure 3.1b.
6
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Uncertainties

With the discovery of Kerberos (P4) and Styx (P5), there was increased worry of the probe running into hazardous
debris on its nominal trajectory1 past Pluto. In order to avoid a catastrophic collision the mission planners developed
alternate contingency plans, known as SHBOTs (Safe Haven by Other Trajectories), which are illustrated in Figure 3.2.
Whether or not these would be set in motion would be determined just weeks prior to the rendez-vous.

Figure 3.2: Alternate flight paths for the New Horizons probe, the nominal trajectory marked in blue. Courtesy of NASA/JPL-Caltech.

Since OpenSpace is not an official product of the New Horizons mission, obtaining the latest mission data could often
take several weeks depending on the science team availability at the time of the request. The initial data provided by
the orbital dynamics team at John Hopkins APL in early 2014 came with the notice that only the nominal trajectory
was fully developed, the other plans (SHBOT) turned out as spanning only a few narrow sections across the mission
time-line. Because of the many internal dependencies that are present in this simulation, swapping out its core
input-data just weeks prior to the project deadline could lead to most methods and events having to be re-validated
for accuracy once more. As such, this meant trying to anticipate issues ahead of time by running the simulation with
the limited SHBOT files throughout the development in the hope of creating a more robust system that could adapt to
a new contingency plan at short notice.

1.4

New Horizons spacecraft data acquisition

As previously mentioned, prior to New Horizons arriving at Pluto, the exact position of the Dwarf planet and its
satellites was not entirely certain. The position of a celestial object could be measured by studying its parallax2 ,
but because mankind had only observed Pluto during one third of its orbit, its exact distance to the sun remained
unknown [26]. To account for this, the planned observations consisted of imaginary aim-points allowing the spacecraft
instruments to scan across large uncertainty ellipsoids (see Figure 3.3) - confining all possible positions of a specific
target of study.
The Encounter Command Sequence (CORE), comprising the planned observations, trajectories and spacecraft maneuvers
would be encoded into the probes flash memory several days prior to the main observation schedule start. Therefore,
weeks ahead of the the encounter, the spacecraft would perform a series of measurements in order to provide a
’knowledge update’ regarding the exact positions of each body in the Pluto system. The CORE sequence was designed
such that, given updates for the exact positions of the targets, the scientists could input a Mission Elapsed Time MET 3 ,
indicating the number of elapsed seconds from the time of lift-off, to offset the sequence, which in turn would offset
the aim-points for the instruments to their true area of observation [27].
1 The term ’nominal trajectory’ commonly refers to the trajectory that a vehicle will fly if all vehicle aerodynamic parameters are exactly as
expected, if all vehicle internal and external systems perform exactly as planned, and there are no external perturbing influences (e.g. winds) other
than atmospheric drag and gravity [25]
2 Parallax - the apparent position recorded along different lines of sight, i.e. at different times during its orbit around the sun.
3 Mission Elapsed Time (MET) - often used by NASA during space missions, indicating the number of elapsed seconds from the time of liftoff.
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Figure 3.3: Excerpt from the mission-science CORE playbook. The leftmost diagram showing an overlapping image mosaic across

the Pluto surface. In the lower right, the Error/Uncertainty Ellipsoid outlining possible positions of the dwarf planet. Image courtesy
of The Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory.

1.5

Encounter time-line

The main culmination point of the work presented in this thesis was the visualization of the New Horizons closest
approach and scientific observations thereof. Beginning with an early imaging campaign the scientists were able to
determine that the chances of the probes collision with debris surrounding the Pluto system were low enough to allow
its flyby on the nominal trajectory, see Figure 3.4. It would set the New Horizons flyby nearly perpendicular to Pluto’s
orbit at a relative speed of almost 14 kilometers per second — and so, because the window for data acquisition at
close range was so small, the probe would not be communicating with Earth during the flyby but instead rely on its
pre-programmed autonomous choreography, the CORE sequence, only to resume transmission hours later, once far
past the system. The closest approach to Pluto would occur at 11:50 UTC on Tuesday, July 14, 2015 [28, 29], marked in
Figure 3.4.

Figure 3.4: Diagram of the time-line highlighting some key events around New Horizons closest approach to Pluto at 11:50 UTC

on Tuesday, July 14, 2015 [28]. The line with hour markings shows New Horizons trajectory through the system. The two dark
shadows in the diagram, cast by Pluto and Charon, indicate both the orientation of our sun and at what time the so called occultation
measurements would occur. Original image courtesy of NASA/JPL-Caltech.
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Unlike many missions in the past, this spacecraft was not equipped with a moving scan-platform so as to allow its
camera to be pointed independently of its orientation. Instead, as the science-payload was fixed to the hull, the probe
would constantly reorient itself to perform observations by pointing each instrument directly at their target. As the
mission plan involved a lot of switching between spacecraft instruments, the virtual spacecraft would have to account
for this as well. To do this, the visualization had to adhere to both the CORE schedule, orbital dynamics data and a
separate instrument schedule, all of which had to be correlated so as to appear consistent with the movements and
orientation of the probe along with its planned targets.

1.6

Spacecraft on-board payload

The New Horizons payload consists of seven different instruments, all of which were to be incorporated within
OpenSpace for its first viewing by a global audience. However, only LORRI had the projective-texture capability that
would re-project its data back to the target of study. The remaining instruments were only visualized to indicate the
times when they were actively collecting data. Here follows a brief description of each science instrument on board
(Courtesy of NASA/JPL-Caltech):

Figure 3.5: New Horizons seven on-board science instruments. Courtesy of NASA/JPL-Caltech.

ALICE

The Ultraviolet imaging spectrometer analyzes composition and structure of Pluto’s atmosphere and looks
for atmospheres around Charon and Kuiper Belt Objects (KBOs).

LORRI

The Long Range Reconnaissance Imager is a telescopic camera that obtains encounter data at long distances,
maps Pluto’s farside and provides high resolution geologic data.

RALPH

Visible and infrared imager/spectrometer that provides color, composition and thermal maps.

SWAP

The Solar Wind Around Pluto Solar wind and plasma spectrometer measures atmospheric ”escape rate” and
observes Pluto’s interaction with solar wind.

PEPPSI

The Pluto Energetic Particle Spectrometer Science Investigation Energetic particle spectrometer measures the
composition and density of plasma (ions) escaping from Pluto’s atmosphere.

REX

The Radio Science Experiment measures atmospheric composition and temperature and is a passive radiometer.

SDC

The Student Dust Counter is built and operated by students, it measures the space dust peppering New
Horizons during its voyage across the solar system.
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Visualizing Autonomous Spaceflight

This part of the Background sections off details that concern only the OpenSpace software-development itself. Beginning with the
vision behind the visualization, it then outlines the various assets necessary for its buildup.

2.1

The choice of visualization method

The data made publicly available by NASA can easily be mistaken as the product of one single snapshot, whereas
often many of these are composites formed out of multiple samplings across a vast area of interest. This is mostly
because, however advanced a camera-installment may be, its performance will be bound by the natural limits of its
optics, and so in order to yield a higher spatial resolution4 for a particular area of study, the autonomous probe has to
fly closer to it. However, opting for a more elaborate sampling process does not come without added complications.
The unprecedented engineering solutions required for their challenge are often lost on the average viewer who only
sees a beautiful color-corrected composite - a finished product, absent the story of its creation and overall context.
Inspired by the early pioneering visualizations made by Jim Blinn of Voyager 2’s flyby of Uranus in 1986, where
the probes imaging- campaign was visualized by means of simple white squares (see Figure 3.6), the idea was for New
Horizons to do the same but with the added feature of projecting the actual image taken by the instrument during that
particular instant.

(a) Voyager 2’s imaging of Uranus moon Ariel

(b) Corresponding surface map of Ariel

(c) Voyager 2’s imaging of Uranus moon Miranda

(d) Corresponding surface map of Miranda

Figure 3.6: Images taken from computer scientist Jim Blinn’s visualization ’Voyager 2 Flyby of Uranus’ made for NASA in 1986.
Diagram (a) and (c) show Voyager 2’s mapping of Ariel and Miranda respectively. To the right of each, diagrams (b) and (d) show
the corresponding rectangular maps. The black areas indicate terra incognita, the back-side of each moon invisible to Voyagers
camera. Courtesy of NASA/JPL-Caltech.

The images in Figure 3.6 expose the improved clarity when presenting the data within a more natural, three dimensional
environment over a flat 2D image. Since visualization methods that are able to depict the entire universe can be used
to accurately embed such scientific findings back into their natural setting, doing so leads to deeper insights of the
data under investigation as it reveals crucial relationships that would otherwise be obscured due to the inherent limits
of traditional methods of presentation. For example, observing the interplay of spacecraft and moon in 3D, the viewer
can instantly deduct why parts of it remain unmapped without the need for live narration or graphical annotation.
Removing such redundancies clarifies the information-exchange and shifts focus towards more relevant discussion
around the science itself.

4 Spatial resolution is defined as the pixel size of an image representing the size of the surface area (i.e. m2 ) being measured on the ground,
determined by the sensors’ instantaneous field of view (IFOV)
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Assets

This section describes the assets used in the development process. It includes the spacecraft image data and command sequence,
environmental data and the integration of a NASA product for handling orbital-dynamics data for planetary- and satellite- bodies
along with the telemetry and attitude adjustments of its observing spacecraft.
2.2.1

NASA / AMNH resources

The files specifying New Horizons flight-path, attitude-adjustments and remote-sensing were derived from the
spacecraft’s on-board schedule itself. These key files, generated through specialized supercomputers and known
as SPICE kernels (see next section) were provided by the orbital dynamics team at John Hopkins Advanced Physics
Laboratory (APL) in Maryland. The team continuously provided input during the integration of these files by explaining
intricate mission-autonomy concepts while confirming that trajectories and attitude changes of the spacecraft and
its target systems were correct. The missions embedding (the solar system, Hipparcos stars catalog and the milky
way) was visualized through the use of varying NASA and AMNH data archives, where each addition of a star,
planetary body or its satellite underwent scrupulous verification by the supervision of the Astrophysics department
and experienced AMNH personnel.
2.2.2

SPICE and Kernels

The engine controlling the orbits and trajectories in OpenSpace would have to perform with high accuracy. To this end,
the perhaps most important tool-kit incorporated into OpenSpace was the SPICE system, publicly available through
NASA’s Navigation and Ancillary Information Facility (NAIF). The system integrates planned and ongoing mission
schedules with telemetry and other observational data allowing for complex queries for any desired geometric event
to be made by the client, yielding the precise state of each body for the UTC time with which the query is made.
In order to provide calculations for a specific mission, every relevant geometric object (such as planets, satellites and
spacecraft) needs to be provided with its own set of dedicated kernels. With various types of kernels, each has its own
specific function - to exemplify a key few: The ’SPK’ kernel holds the spacecrafts ephemeris (velocity and position as a
function of time) while the ’P’ kernel does the same but for target bodies instead. A ’CK’ kernel provides attitude
information of the spacecraft and the ’IK’ kernel holds descriptive data for a specific instrument, such as its field of
view size, shape and orientation parameters. Combining all kernels that relate to a particular mission event allows the
SPICE system to correlate all their contained data to then calculate complex geometric relationships between each
body involved [30]. For the New Horizons visualization, the kernel files provided were the ones used to plan the
mission itself, securing a sophisticated level of accuracy from the start of the project.
2.2.3

New Horizons CORE Sequence

The New Horizons visualization of the spacecrafts instrument pointing and data acquisition process is entirely based
on the CORE sequence burnt into the spacecrafts on-board system which was provided to the OpenSpace project as a
text document containing the exact times for when a specific instruments was activated and later shut off. This had to
be combined with the spacecrafts attitude adjustments and exact instrument pointing provided by the SPICE system
along with the FITS image data.
2.2.4

FITS image series

The abundance of image-data generated during probes passing of the Jovian system established this event as the
primary medium for accuracy validation in OpenSpace. In some rare instances, the OpenSpace development had
access to images not yet released to the public although most image-data used in the visualization came from NASA’s
publicly available archives such as the Planetary Data System5 (PDS). Image series produced by the agency follow the
standard data format used in astronomy known as Flexible Image Transport System (FITS) which stores uncompressed,
multi-dimensional data of dynamic range with values that exceed the medium of a display and the eye. For this first
mission installment in OpenSpace, all FITS images had to undergo some data-loss by being averaged and compressed
down into the JPEG format in lieu of a dedicated OpenSpace FITS parser.
A more detailed account of how exactly the FITS- and CORE- data was used in OpenSpace will be further described in
Implementation and Results, section 2.2.1.

5 Planetary

Data System (PDS) - https://pds.nasa.gov/
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Digital Universe

The Digital Universe Atlas (DU) is developed by the American Museum of Natural History’s Hayden Planetarium,
supported by NASA, and incorporates data from dozens of organizations from around the world. This is done with
the purpose to create a 3D atlas of the Universe, from the local solar neighborhood to the edge of the observable
Universe, as complete and accurate as possible.
The DU catalogue consists of structured so called *.speck files describing the properties of, among others, stars, star
clusters, the local group, deep space objects, and Sloan galaxies. As mentioned earlier, for the New Horizons release
the incorporation of stars was restricted to the local group only. The file format is structured so that each of its lines
contains properties of an single astronomical object, separated by spaces these form into vertical columns as seen in
Figure 3.7.

Figure 3.7: Excerpt from the speck file focused on the data relevant to OpenSpace. For each star (from left to right): the position,

the B-V index (used for color calibration), Absolute Magnitude, Apparent Magnitude.

With this input the application could perform a deterministic evaluation in real-time and recompute each star to
appear correctly with respect to an arbitrary observation point, further described in Implementation and Results, section
1.1. For further reading on the speck file structure and DU, please refer to The Digital Universe Guide For Partiview [31].
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Theory
This chapter contains theoretical concepts for developing a mission-science extension in OpenSpace. Beginning by implementation
made prior to this thesis, it continues with theory pertinent to incorporating of the DU Atlas in OpenSpace. It then lays out a
generic implementation of the projective texturing technique so as to allow later more extensive implementation in OpenSpace in
the chapter Implementation and Results, section 2.2.

1

Preexisting implementation

This section concerns work done prior to the start of this thesis. Namely, the way OpenSpace was made to handle a large-scale
environment without concessions to its accuracy. This is mentioned due to the Implementation and Results being heavily reliant
on this solution and would likely not function adequately in its absence.

1.1

The OpenSpace coordinate system

As will be later seen in Implementation and Results, all OpenSpace arithmetic is performed using four-dimensional
vectors. The reason for this is to increase precision which is the main difficulty in creating virtual worlds at higher
than ordinary human scales due to the fact that with computer memory being a finite resource, at some point there
simply has to be a cut-off. Considering that the primary metric in OpenSpace is set to meters and that Pluto is orbiting
the sun at distance 5.9 billion km, arithmetic operations performed on its values would inescapably at some point lead
to numerical overflow. To avoid many of the common pitfalls of visualization at such scales, based on the work by
Chi-Wing Fu et Al [32] one aspect of the work implemented prior to this thesis project will be outlined in next section
Power Scaled Coordinates.

1.2

Power Scaled Coordinates

The Power Scaled Coordinate was made the principal formulation for all spatial quantities in OpenSpace prior to the start
of this work. The power scaled coordinate is a logarithmic representation of data, where a standard three-component
coordinate is augmented with an additional fourth entry that represents a logarithmic scaling factor s. Its relationship
to the ordinary Homogeneous coordinate ( x, y, z, w) is defined in Equation 4.1.
s = − logk w

(4.1)

Akin to scientific notation where large real numbers are defined in decimal form, the idea of Power Scaled Coordinates
is to extract the exponential scale out of 3D coordinate into the fourth component. Expressing a coordinate with
this representation involves scaling the first three of its component-values to range between [0, 10[ and, assuming a
logarithmic base k, the extracted exponential scale is then expressed as ks .

( xks , yks , zks ) = ( x, y, z) · ks

(4.2)

Finally, given that the base k will be uniformly defined across the application, it will not require explicit storage in
each quantity and can therefore be stripped from the definition:
p = ( x, y, z, s)

(4.3)

As Chi-Wing Fu et Al also provide arithmetic definitions that ensure the first three values never exceed the [0, 10[
range by re-assessing the quantity after each operation, the aggregate of all arithmetic performed by the application is
guaranteed to stay within a range with high floating point precision while the expansion back to a physically accurate
scale can be relegated to the later stages of the pipeline [33]. This is done by delegating the precision cut-off to be
handled by an assortment of methods managing the OpenGL zDepth buffer - for further reading on this topic please
refer to Chi-Wing Fu et Al [32].
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Stars

This sections begins with motivating the chosen approach in visualizing the stars in OpenSpace and then goes over a selection of
theoretical concept relevant to conveying the stars physical properties by means of data visualization.

2.1

Accurately depicting the stars

To modern day astronomers, the stars still act as a principal navigational chart across the night sky which is why,
considering that one of the long-term goals of the OpenSpace software is to facilitate discussion between scientists
and the general public, the stars could not be treated as simply an aesthetic backdrop. Rather, this meant ensuring a
scientifically accurate representation for each star by recalculating its intrinsic properties with respect to position of
the observer in real-time. The result of this is that even after navigating hundreds of light-years away from Earth, the
stars in OpenSpace will change their appearance in the same manner as if that journey had been made in reality. In
practice, achieving this effect involves accounting for the relationship between what is known as the stars apparent- and
absolute- magnitude.

2.2

Apparent Magnitude vs Absolute Magnitude

The magnitude of an astronomical object, whether it is a star or planet, is a measure of its brightness. The first
recordings of this kind were done around 120 B.C by Hipparchos who began cataloging stars based on their Apparent
Magnitude, i.e. the apparent brightness of a star as seen by an observer or detector from Earth. The scale discards
Earths atmosphere and follows an inverse relation: the brighter an object appears, the lower its magnitude
√ value (our
Sun has a apparent magnitude of -26). Also, as the magnitude is expressed by a logarithmic scale with 5 100 ≈ 2.512
between magnitude levels, a magnitude 1 star is 100 times brighter than a magnitude 6 star [34]. The results will differ
with the position of the observer, meaning that an observer on Mars and an observer on Earth will perceive a stars
brightness differently. As such, apparent magnitude fails to convey a stars intrinsic properties. In order to discover the
stars ’true brightness’ however, the distance dependency has to be factored out. This is achieved with the updated
Absolute Magnitude scale, where the brightness of a stars is measured as it would appear at a distance of 10 parsec
1 away.

2.2.1

Distance modulus

In astronomy, a stars apparent magnitude m is usually obtained by the following formula:
m−M
| {z }

= 5 · log10 (d) − 5

(4.4)

distance modulus

Where d corresponds to the distance in parsecs and M is the absolute magnitude. Provided a data-set containing
the absolute magnitude M of each star, like the Digital Universe Catalog, the apparent magnitude m or the perceived
brightness of each star can be computed as it would appear in reality if observed at a chosen distance d to that star.

1 Parsec

- unit of distance in astronomy, equal to about 3.26 light years (3.086 × 1013 kilometers).
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Projective texturing

This section describes the standard implementation of the projective texturing technique. Later on in this thesis, based on this
theory, a more advanced solution is described in Background, section 2. Readers already familiar with this theory may resume
reading on page 17.

3.1

Standard implementation

Traditionally, the term ’texturing’ in computer graphics refers to the explicit mapping of a texture onto corresponding
2D coordinates assigned to each vertex of a specific surface, also commonly referred to as UV coordinates, seen in
Figure 4.1a. Since the method is usually defined to operate on a per object basis with respect to the objects local
coordinates it then bears no consideration of other objects in the scene. But for the data acquisition process of New
Horizons, every surface set to receive projections would in fact have to be subject to such external influence, rendering
explicit texturing methods unsuitable. By leaning heavily on the built in functions in OpenGL the technique known as
projective texturing (see Figure 4.1b) circumvents the difficulties that would be faced using explicit mapping methods
for this purpose.

(a) UV texture mapping

(b) Projective texturing

Figure 4.1: Comparison between standard texturing and projective texturing. Diagram (a) shows the former by using a cube as an

example to shows how a texture is mapped to its surface using the standard texturing technique. Diagram (b) shows projective
texturing, where a numbered texture is projected onto a sphere and distorts along its surface.

Projective texturing still requires texture coordinates and a texture, the main difference is found in its application
to the geometry - see Figure 4.2: In the rendering pipeline of OpenGL, the objects in the scene undergo a series of
transformations that project their vertices from object space into window space, so that the geometry can be rasterized
to then appear in the viewport. Mainly, everything encompassed by the cameras field of view in the scene gets scaled
(or flattened) onto the viewplane of the camera, where it is evaluated and rendered accordingly. Projective texturing
operates in a similar fashion but rather than transforming the surfaces onto the clip-space of the main camera, each is
transformed onto the clip-space of the projector.

Figure 4.2: Standard graphics pipeline compared to projection pipeline
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The necessary transformation steps required to arrive at a projected point can be expressed as follows:
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(4.5)

First, the object coordinates s are multiplied by the Model matrix Mmodel , which defines the objects translation/rotation/scale in world coordinates. The product is then multiplied by the View matrix Vview so that the vertices are in the
projectors frame of reference. The next multiplication is by the projectors Projection matrix Pprojection that defines its
frustum, field of view, aspect ratio and orientation. These consecutive multiplications produce vertex values ranging
from -1 to 1, or a cubic volume of size 2 - but for accurate texture mapping, these vertex values require adjustment.
Finally, the multiplication of Bias matrix Bbias remaps each vertex to the textures indexing range (0 to 1) . The matrix
has the value 1/2 both along its diagonal and its last column, meaning that the vertex values will be reduced by a factor
of two and offset by half - aligning the projection to the center of the projectors view plane. This last normalization
step produces the projected coordinate s0 . The Model matrix is a fundamental part of most all graphics pipelines, and
as it does not deviate from the common definition in the projection pipeline the descriptions that follow begin by the
account of the View matrix.

3.2

The Projector View matrix

The View matrix expresses all vertices seen from the perspective of the camera as the origin: its application transforms
all world coordinates to the eye-space defined by the coordinate system of the camera, or in this scenario - the projector.
A generic example of how to construct a View matrix is outlined in Figure 4.3.

Figure 4.3: Construction of a View matrix. Diagram reproduced from original image courtesy of Joey de Vries of LearnOpenGL.com.

3.3

The Projector Perspective matrix

The perspective matrix describes the set of linear equations that transforms vectors from view-space into clip-space by
transforming all points within the 3D pyramid view frustum of the projector onto its near plane (projector-camera
plane) 2 . The projective matrix, as defined in OpenGL, also conveniently integrates the transformation to Normalized
Device Coordinates (NDC). From a geometric point of view this transforms the pyramid view frustum into a cubic
volume, with all its sides ranging from -1 to 1. The transformed points outside of this range are outside the clipping
volume, which is why the step prior is known as clip-space, see Figure 4.4.

Figure 4.4: Left diagram: view frustum of the projector. Right diagram: view frustum normalized to Normalized Device

Coordinates. Diagram reproduced from original image courtesy of Song Ho An of songho.ca.
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Implementation and Results
This chapter is divided into two main parts: Section 1 revolves around constructing a physically accurate environment for a
mission allowing section 2 to focus on developing a generalized solution for visualizing any space related mission in OpenSpace
for the general public.

1

Constructing a physically accurate mission environment

This section details the techniques used towards a precise rendition of the local star cluster and our solar system.

1.1

Visualizing the Hipparcos catalogue

Since the perceived magnitude of a star is a function of the position its viewed from, its appearance will vary as the
observer moves through space. To then arrive at a physically accurate representation of our universe this effect that
had to be present in OpenSpace as well by doing the following steps:
1. The data has to be accurately read and converted to suit the global scale of OpenSpace.
2. The stars have to be rendered using a method allowing manipulation of their physical properties at runtime.
3. The distance modulus has to be calibrated.
1.1.1

Reading and storing the star data

Because the unit length in OpenSpace is 1 meter and the stars coordinates are expressed in parsecs the conversion in
Equation 5.1 has to be made.
Pm = Ppc · 3.086 · 1016
(5.1)
Where Ppc is the position in parsecs and Pm is the corresponding position expressed in meters, which is later converted
to the power scaled format. When the application reads the speck-file from the DU catalog, it concatenates each
consecutive entry (see Figure 3.7, Background, section 2.2.5) into one large vertex buffer object (VBO). In order to
differentiate between each parameter GPU-side, when calling the OpenGL function glVertexAttribPointer each is
assigned an index-stride marking its specific offset from the beginning of each array segment that corresponds to a
specific star, as seen in Figure 5.1.

Figure 5.1: Example showing the interleaved VBO for the star data passed to the GPU. Each parameter is indexed to with a specific

stride that allows their mapping to their corresponding parameters in the shaders - consecutive segments n represent one star. Here
the diagram also indicates later additions to this logic with additional parameters such as star velocity, luminosity etc. However,
these are beyond the scope of this thesis.

So far, the data consists of one-dimensional points without any geometric representation assigned to it. With the CPU
related work accounted for, the remaining sections cover its rendering on the GPU.
1.1.2

Representing the stars in OpenSpace

An innate expectation of our universe is that, to an observer in motion, the stars in the forward path of travel will
appear to gradually brighten while those left behind will appear to dim with distance. To then replicate this effect, the
perhaps most evident tactic is to control the intensity of the stars color intensity as a function of the observers relative
position to it. However, as our Sun has an apparent magnitude of about -26, if set against the brightest star in the
sky, Sirius, having an apparent magnitude of -1.4, the resulting difference-ratio in magnitudes is about 25:1 - meaning
that Sirius is 1010 less bright than our Sun. Considering the natural limit of RGB color space along with the spatial
scale of the data, even after remapping the magnitudes to suit, some stars would simply be too small to show up in
rendering and must therefore be scaled in size to be noticed. Rather than manipulating the color intensity of each star,
the same effect can be achieved by maintaining a constant intensity for all stars while instead adjusting the area of
their geometry.
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For OpenSpace, this would be done by means of billboarding where each star is represented with a plane assigned with
a generic star-texture and made to face the viewers direction at all times. Performed in three computational stages on
the GPU, each will be covered in a separate section in order of invocation by the OpenGL pipeline:
Vertex stage

1.1.4

Setting stars positions

Geometry stage

1.1.5

Computing apparent magnitudes with respect to observer

Fragment stage

1.1.6

Approximating star color values

1.1.3

Area-based distance modulus formulation

It was mentioned earlier that the apparent magnitudes for the stars could be computed for any location using the
distance modulus formula — although, representing a stars apparent magnitude by the area of a plane is something of
an artificial construct that has no significant analogue to the field of astronomy itself. This means that it had to be
adapted to suit the requirements in OpenSpace. One way of addressing this problem could be to determine the correct
formula analytically. However, there is an somewhat indirect but more pragmatic approach that has been established
by the scientists and engineers at AMNH, though the exact details of the process will be covered in later sections the
general idea is as follows: As long as the non-linear relationship between the absolute- and apparent- magnitudes is
preserved, an incorrect formula can be provided as an initial estimate for the distance modulus which is then put to
calibration. In short, this involves weighting the estimated solution against a calibration target made up of a known
matrix of symmetrically distributed points in the spatial domain with absolute- and apparent- magnitude values of
increasing order. The target is constructed such that, if provided with an exact distance modulus formula, then the
points within each row exhibit equal apparent brightness. Final refinements to the formula are made under close
inspection of a human expert so that the end result matches the expected output of an otherwise analytically deducted
solution (more on this in Implementation and Results, section 1.1.7). As such, OpenSpace would therefore be provided
the distance modulus from the PartiView software as its initial estimate, seen in Equation 5.3:
A0m = q · eλ(κ − M)

(5.2)
A0m

Computed from a stars absolute magnitude M the ’apparent area scale factor’
represents the distance from the
midpoint of a plane out to one of its corners while the three remaining variables q, κ and λ are the earlier mentioned
calibration weights.
Unlike the real distance modulus equation, the formula presented here does not account for the the distance d in
parsecs. This omission is intentional and due to the fact that although the distance is accounted for in OpenSpace, it
is done so in a way which may not be immediately apparent without providing some of its implementation details.
The descriptions ahead provide the context necessary for incorporating the omitted distance factor, upon which the
complete form of the equation is laid out in Implementation and Results, section 1.1.5.
1.1.4

Setting stars positions

In order to avoid implementation details peripheral to the subject at hand, only an abbreviated version of the shaders
which render the stars is examinated - to see the complete working version please refer to the OpenSpace repository
[35]. Beginning at the vertex stage:
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

// vertex stage
uniform mat4 model;
uniform mat4 view;
uniform mat4 projection;
in vec4 in_position;
void main() {
vec4 position = pscTransform(in_position, mat4(1.0));
position = view * position;
gl_Position = position;
}
After the OpenSpace-specific function pscTransform reinstates the global scale back into the position of each star on
line 7, this typical vertex shader sets the quantity in relation to the camera but with one minor exception: In contrast to
common practice, the projection matrix is not applied at this stage, only the view matrix.
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Computing apparent magnitudes with respect to observer

Beginning by declaring four vertices of a generic square(lines 1-6), the geometry shader starts at the main method
where the absolute magnitude is fetched to compute the area of the plane that will be mapped with the stars texture.
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

// geometry stage
const vec2 corners[4] = vec2[4](
vec2(0.0, 1.0),
vec2(0.0, 0.0),
vec2(1.0, 1.0),
vec2(1.0, 0.0)
);
in vec3 vs_brightness[];
void main() {
float absoluteMagnitude = vs_brightness[0].z;
float apparentMagnitudeScale = q * exp(l * (k - absoluteMagnitude));
vec4 Am[4];
for (int i = 0; i < 4; ++i) {
vec4 p1 = gl_in[0].gl_Position;
p1.xy += vec2(apparentMagnitudeScale * (corners[i] - vec2(0.5)));
Am[i]
= projection * p1;
}
As mentioned in Implementation and Results, section 1.1.3, the distance modulus definition seen in Equation 5.3, now
present on line 13 is incomplete as it does not account for the distance d in parsecs. At this point, it computes what is
perhaps best described as a screen-space vector that is proportional to the apparent magnitude, but not the apparent
magnitude area required. Recall from the previous shader stage that the only applied transformation was that of the
view matrix - now, after offsetting the plane to the center of each fragment (line 18), the vertices can be projected to
their world space position (line 19) and since the projection matrix by definition transforms all points within the view
frustum of the projector onto its near plane, the omitted distance factor is accounted for by this transformation in and
of itself. This last step completes the distance modulus which can be expressed as follows:
A0m = q · eλ(κ − M)
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C

Where P is the projection matrix, K is the screen-space position of each star, C defines a generic plane in the x and y
dimension which is scaled by Am0 . This leads to what during rendering can accurately be described as the stars true
apparent magnitude Am. But, it only is so provided a calibrated Am0 (see Implementation and Results, section 1.1.7).
Finally, the shader sets the texture coordinates of the quad and emits the current values of output variables to the
current output primitive on the primitive stream using the built in OpenGL call EmitVertex() to finally end the
primitive declaration with EndPrimitive()
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

// geometry stage - continued
for(int i = 0; i < 4; i++){
vs_position = gl_in[0].gl_Position;
gl_Position = Am[i];
texCoord
= corners[i];
billboardSize = sizeInPixels;
EmitVertex();
}
EndPrimitive();
}
In sum, the two thus far described rendering stages are illustrated in Figure 5.2 along with the upcoming and final
fragment stage of the rendering in Implementation and Results, section 1.1.6.
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Figure 5.2: Illustration of the steps performed by the shader pipeline. In reference to the numbered labels (1-4) in the diagram: [1]
Vertex shader applies view matrix to star positon. [2] Geometry shader generates quad in screenspace and transforms each vertex
by its perspective projection matrix. [3] Fragment shader applies its texture and the process repeats for every star in the scene [4].

1.1.6

Approximating star color values

In Figure 5.2, point 3 represents the final processing stage in this pipeline - the fragment shader that assigns the quad
with its color-filtered texture based on the stars B-V index. Composed of two values, ”B” (blue) and ”V” (white) are
samples of a continuous spectrum from each star, and the difference between B-V represents the star’s color index. By
and large, the higher the color index, the more blue the stars color and, vice versa - with a lower color index, the star
begins to exhibits more of the color red. The blue and white bands, where the latter corresponds to green-yellow light,
make up enough information to compute each individual RGB color channel by using the following set of equations:

bv+0.4
2

0.61 + 0.11t + 0.10t , and t = 0.4 , if bv ∈ [−0.40, 0.00[
bv
2
(5.5)
f r (bv) = 0.83 + 0.17t + 0.00t , and t = 0.4
,
if bv ∈ [0.00, 0.40[


bv−0.4
2
1.00 + 0.00t + 0.00t , and t = 1.7 , if bv ∈ [0.40, 2.10[

+0.4 , if bv ∈ [−0.40, 0.00[
0.70 + 0.07t + 0.10t2 , and t = bv0.4



0.87 + 0.11t + 0.00t2 , and t = bv ,
if bv ∈ [0.00, 0.40[
0.4
f g (bv) =
(5.6)
bv−0.4
2,

,
if bv ∈ [0.40, 1.60[
0.98
−
0.16t
+
0.00t
and
t
=

1.2


−1.6 , if bv ∈ [1.60, 2.00[
0.82 + 0.00t − 0.50t2 , and t = bv0.4

bv+0.4
2

1.00 + 0.00t + 0.00t , and t = 0.8 , if bv ∈ [−0.40, 0.40[
−0.4 , if bv ∈ [0.40, 1.50[
2
f b (bv) = 1.00 − 0.47t + 0.10t , and t = bv1.1
(5.7)


bv−1.5
2
0.63 + 0.00t − 0.60t , and t = 0.44 , if bv ∈ [1.50, 1.94[
These equations rely on simple thresholding to produce the common RGB color spectra for blackbodies and were
designed based on Mitchell Charity’s Blackbody color datafile 1 , validated using Ballesteros formula [36] with final
approval of personnel at the Hayden Planetarium.
As such, these color conversion functions show that for visual purposes, converting B-V to RGB is merely a matter of
thresholding the values. However, this was later extended by the more precise color mapping developed for Digital
Universe by Brian Abbott and Stuart Levy for the PartiView software, detailed on the next page.

1 Available

at:

http://www.vendian.org/mncharity/dir3/blackbody/UnstableURLs/bbr_color.html
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// fragment stage
uniform sampler2D psfTexture;
uniform sampler1D colorTexture;
in vec4 vs_position;
in vec3 ge_brightness;
vec4 bv2rgb(float bv) {
// BV ranges over [-0.4,2.0]
float t = (bv + 0.4) / (2.0 + 0.4);
return texture(colorTexture, t);
}
Fragment getFragment() {
color = bv2rgb(ge_brightness.x);
vec4 textureColor = texture(psfTexture, texCoord);
vec4 fullColor = vec4(color.rgb, textureColor.a);
fullColor.a *= alphaValue;
vec4 position = vs_position;
Fragment frag;
frag.color = fullColor;
frag.depth = pscDepth(position);
return frag;
}
Beginning on line 13: Using color mapping functions drawn from the Digital Universe Catalog, the shader converts
the stars B-V index into an RGB tint color by calling the bv2rgb function. This function performs a linear mapping of
the B-V index to an index in the look-up table containing the color mapping, as seen in Figure 5.3.

Figure 5.3: Diagram showing the Digital Universe color mapping curves, the axes from left to right in clock-wise order: B-V range,

sampling index, RGB range and resulting color and temperature (approximated via Ballesteros formula [36]). The orange line
corresponds to line 8 in the fragment shader and maps each B-V index to a specific color. The dotted line originating at a stars
B-V index 1.76 maps to a temperature of 9000 Kelvin and corresponds to a star in the Sagitta constellation, Hipparchos catalog HIP95173.

Beyond various alpha and depth computations specific to the OpenSpace pipeline, past line 13 there is not much
deviation from standard fragment-shader code as all that is left is for the returned color to be applied to the star-texture,
as seen in Figure 5.4.

Figure 5.4: Processing an image of Vega across the Digital Universe color mapping curves shows how 10 stars of different B-V

index will appear in OpenSpace.
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Distance modulus calibration

OpenSpace heralds from a long line of similar efforts where many problems encountered during its development
had already been tackled by its predecessors, most notably during the development of PartiView. This first attempt
at visualizing the Digital Universe Atlas uses a similar technique to OpenSpace in visualizing its stars. However, as
PartiViews global scale handling is different, its distance modulus formula is not applicable to OpenSpace, but the
tools used to obtain it are.
For PartiView, its developers created a ’stellar test grid’ by which the stars could be calibrated. The grid assumes a
vantage point of (8000, 0, 0) and is composed of 100 stars, where those sharing a column also have the same absolute
magnitude and those on the same row have the same apparent magnitude.

(a) DU calibration grid (calibration view)

(b) DU calibration grid (perspective side view)

Figure 5.5: Two views of the Digital Universe star calibration data file. In (a): stars in the same column have the same absolute

magnitude, while stars in the same row have the same apparent magnitude. In (b): the same data viewed from a different
perspective, gray plane represents the position and view direction of camera in (a).

The aggregate of stars could be considered as one model where the steps described so far will only affect its internal
structure by making the building blocks proportional with respect to one another. Externally however, there are yet no
rules anchoring its size with respect to the virtual universe itself. In order to guarantee the stars appear exactly as they
would in reality at any given position in space they had to be calibrated against the one, most reliable vantage-point
available: Earth.
The final adjustments to the formula were conducted with the help and supervision of personnel from the Hayden
Planetarium by centering the virtual camera at Earth’s location, aiming it out at the night sky and adjusting the
constants until known constellations and other astronomical landmarks appeared as in reality. After calibration, the
weights for the distance modulus formula were set to the following:
A0m = q · eλ(κ − M) ,

where

q = 2000, λ = 0.462, κ = −30.623

(5.8)

This current structure follows that of its initial estimate from PartiView and if simplified becomes:
A0m = e−0.462M−6.54692
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Solar system

Considering that the long-term goals of OpenSpace extended far beyond that of the New Horizons mission, having
an accurate solar system was not only important to the success of this development-cycle but for future missioninstallments as well. After integrating the SPICE information system the difficulty that remained was making sure
that its returned data was being accurately expressed with respect to the Digital Universe Atlas. But because the
software at this time was still in its very early stages, the functionality that would normally aid this process was still
being developed. Locked to one axis of rotation, the early OpenSpace camera was also confined to a viewing range
roughly corresponding to the distance between Earth and Venus, which would not be a problem if not for the fact that
Jupiter is about 8 times further away. The work-around involved initiating the simulation around a time when the
planet was expected to intersect the plane to which the camera was locked and then re-positioning the camera so as
to accommodate its short view-range. But even so, inspecting orbits of planets and moons against a star filled void
requires more reference points.
The way astronomers navigate the night sky is by using a Celestial Coordinate System, usually defined with
spherical coordinates to specify positions of celestial objects such as planets, satellites, stars, galaxies etc. These work
quite similar to those used to navigate Earth (longitude and latitude) but are instead projected out from Earth onto the
night sky. The two most relevant for this discussion are the Ecliptic and Galactic systems. The first, also referred to as
’J2000’ is in OpenSpace set with the Earth as its origin and the vernal equinox as primary direction. The second, has
the galactic center as its primary direction and is roughly tilted 60◦ to the Ecliptic. Predating OpenSpace, the Uniview
software had made use of the different coordinate systems by representing these in the form of spherical grids, where
each grid-line denotes an increment of 10 degrees. Adding the two coordinate representations in the exact same way
to OpenSpace provided a reliable navigation chart by which the development team, with assistance from the AMNH
Astrophysics department, could better confirm the state of each body by comparison to known star-constellations and
the Uniview software itself, as seen in Figure 5.6.

(a) Uniview

(b) OpenSpace

Figure 5.6: Color inverted for clarity - a side-by-side comparison between Uniview and OpenSpace showing the alignment of

Earth’s orbit against a distinct cluster of stars, the Pleiades. The camera in each resides within Earth’s orbit, looking outward while
the circles highlight a reference point where in both visualizations the dotted line of the Ecliptic/J2000 grid intersects the star
Alcyone. Setting the exact same date and time in both visualizations confirms the accurate alignment, position and orientation of
each orbiting body against the stars in OpenSpace. Note: the slight discrepancy between these views is simply due to each software being set
with a different view-angle on the main camera.
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2. V ISUALIZING S PACECRAFT D ATA A CQUISITION

Visualizing Spacecraft Data Acquisition

This chapter describes the methods used to develop a generalized control system for visualizing spacecraft data acquisition in
OpenSpace. For New Horizons, this meant writing a mission event scheduler that interprets mission core commands so as to
re-project mission images to the surface of the orbiting body at the exact location, and order in which they were originally acquired
by the spacecraft. Its description begins with an initial setup, the preparatory steps by which this system could be built.

2.1

Initial Setup

Here the standard projective texturing implementation is described as per its criterions within the OpenSpace software along with
the method built to articulate an instrument’s -FOV status, -pointing and target-surface intercept. Those already familiar with
SPICE concepts may resume reading on page 25.
2.1.1

Constructing the Projector View matrix from attitude parameters

Defining the View matrix Vview so that it correctly adheres to the spacecrafts attitude involves finding the orthogonal
basis vectors of the science instrument for which the matrix is to be constructed. The procedure performed in
OpenSpace during every frame of the simulation is as follows:
1. The application begins by calling the SPICE routine getfov c which returns the instruments boresight vector the vector along the center of the cone that defines the instruments field of view. It defines the instruments
~b . Absent a
aim relative the spacecrafts inertial frame, and likewise serves as the projectors aim, marked V
moving scan platform allowing an instrument to orient itself independently, the projector for New Horizons only
needs to adhere to the attitude adjustments of the spacecraft. To account for this, the application calls another
SPICE routine pxform c that returns a 4-dimensional state matrix Im for the specific instrument at the current
simulation time. Multiplying the boresight vector with this matrix to then normalize the result produces the first
orthonormal vector ~
e3 .

~b
~e3 = Im · V

(5.10)

2. The vector ~
e3 lies in the plane formed by itself and the simulations global up direction V~up , the cross multiplication
of these thereby yields the second orthonormal vector ~
e1 .

~e1 = V~up × ~e3

(5.11)

3. Crossing vector ~
e3 and ~
e1 produces the final base-vector of the cameras frame - ~
e2 .

~e2 = ~e1 × ~e3

(5.12)

4. The vectors ~
e1 , ~
e2 and ~
e3 are utilized to form two matrices. The first, Om transforms all vertices to the spacecrafts
orientation. To translate the verticies, the matrix Tm−1 is structured so as to form the inverse translation matrix to
the instruments position ~
ps . Their concatenation yields the view matrix Vview .
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The Projector Perspective matrix

The creation of the projector matrix was done via the OpenGl Mathematics (GLM) perspective routine. The four input
parameters required to create a perspective matrix are the instruments/projectors: horizontal field of view, aspect
ratio, desired distance for near-clipping plane and desired distance for the far-clipping plane - previously obtained
when calling the SPICE routine getfov c.
With all unknown variables of Equation 5.4 resolved, the application concatenates these into one matrix K projector that
transforms all vertices from their world-space definition to the clip-space of the projector.
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Spacecraft instrument-pointing and remote sensing

With the purpose of demonstrating the function and science-schedule of the spacecrafts payload the visualization
would draw simple lines from an instruments sensor out along the outer bounds of its field of view. To this end,
the currently active instruments shape and pointing would be evaluated using the SPICE system and its samplingactivity drawn from the mission command-sequence. To signal changes in an instruments activity (for example when
encountering a target surface, active sampling or gathering of navigational data) this would be done by altering the
color of the lines of the FOV. Furthermore, whenever an active instrument would point at the stars its FOV-lines would
fade with distance and at the moment a target body is encountered (right before collecting data) the line would be
clipped to the plane that is orthogonal to its boresight vector. In order to show the instruments coverage as it is swept
over a target body, an FOV-vector that intersect its surface would connect by a curved line following the curvature of
the targets topology to its next incident FOV-vector.
The procedure begins with a pairwise evaluation of the boundary vectors for the currently active FOV to then
classify each according to whether or not they intercept the surface of a target body. From this follow three cases to be
considered: The first is when none of the FOV-vectors intersect the target just prior to sweeping across it - this rather
trivial case is handled simply by connecting the endpoints with straight line-segments along the earlier mentioned
orthogonal plane. In the second case, when all FOV-vectors intersect the target surface, the procedure interpolates a
fixed number of points between them in order to connect the two, but since the newly formed points will reside on a
straight line, each has to be repositioned to adhere to the topology of the target. This is done by instructing SPICE
to compute new surface-intercepts using the targets surface and a vector from the instruments position out to each
interpolated point. The final case, a compound of the former two, is when the FOV only partially covers the target,
meaning that some FOV-vectors intersect the surface while others point out into space. To detect edges where this case
applies, the procedure looks for vector-pairs with differing classification. For the shared edge between such pairs, the
intermediate value theorem suggests the existence of at least one point that also lies in the surface allowing the edge to
be partitioned such that each side corresponds to one of the two previously described cases. The diagram in Figure 5.7
depicts an instance in which all three cases occur at once.

Figure 5.7: Field of View visualization method in OpenSpace. With regard to the numbered labels (1-9) in the diagram: [1] Shows

a hemisphere representing the observable part of an orbital body as seen by a spacecraft positioned at [2]. When not pointed
out into space, the FOV is clipped [3] to the plane formed at the center of the body and orthogonal to the viewing angle, its four
corners (Pa − Pd ) can be thought of as the initial state of each vector. In the trivial case where no surface-intercept is detected [4] the
corners are simply connected by a straight line. Encountering a vector-pair where only one intersects the surface [5] the procedure
then locates the outermost intersecting point Pn using the Bisection method [6]. Pn is then used for a trivial connection in the
first partition [Pb − Pn ] whereas for other half [Pn − Ia ]: A fixed number of points are first interpolated [7] and then moved to the
surface by querying SPICE for new surface-intercepts with vectors to each generated point [8]. This in effect, produces curved line
segments [9] following the topology of the target body.

Everything described so far leads to a projected image that is at all times bound to the motion of the projector itself,
similar to that of a slide projector in real life. As the plan for New Horizons data was to imprint the consecutive entries
onto the base-texture of the target body, prior to the implementation of the projection procedure, the coming sections
first outline the chain of events and architecture required for the correct placement of each projection.
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Generalized architecture for visualizing spacecraft data acquisition

This section details the system built around projective texturing in OpenSpace to function as first described in Background,
section 2.1. Beginning with describing how the classes involved interact via a flow-chart diagram, it continues by describing all
preconditions to the projection method are laid out, and finally dives into the method itself.
For projective texturing to function according to earlier discussed specifications it would require a system integrating
multiple data sources. The challenges thereof were summarized as follows:
i.. The simulation would have to pre-load existing image data across the mission time-line and, at the exact
moment corresponding to the particular UTC acquisition time of each image, copy their pixel values onto the
corresponding area within the target body’s base-texture (as defined by the projected bounds of the active
instruments field of view). From a design perspective, as the projection-target (planet or other satellite) is the
logical owner of the its own texture, it offers least complications if charged with the projection procedure. To do
this however, the instance needs to be aware of its relative state with that of the spacecraft and its instruments,
its field of view, position, orientation etc. Furthermore, it will also both need to be informed exactly when to
perform each projection and what image (or series of images) to project.
ii.. One spacecraft has many instruments, each instrument can have many targets - meaning permutations where an
instrument has multiple clusters of data across multiple targets that are spread over a wide temporal domain.
Also, if the user were to suddenly advance the simulation to a future time and if that time-jump was spanning
multiple projections, those would need to appear on the targets surface accordingly. For their correct alignment,
the application would have to perform a series of projections in the order originally acquired by the spacecraft,
meaning that the procedure would be executed in accordance with the CORE schedule itself and, with the
multiple instruments present, would also need to correlate which data was captured by which instrument and,
finally - accommodate fast mediation of the results.
iii.. In an event where empirical data is temporarily unavailable, the projection procedure must retain its intended
purpose by utilizing the spacecrafts command-sequence to project placeholder images in lieu of data that is
scheduled for transmission back to earth at a later time. When this becomes available, the application must give
the real data precedence over its placeholder. This implies three scenarios where empiric data is not present, is
present and where it is partially present. As the former two require dedicated parsing logic, the latter can be
constructed by adding ones intersect to the others complement.
iv.. In order to circumvent any ambiguities in naming conventions, consequent of having multiple data sources, the
application would need to accept explicit user-specified translation for each such occurrence.
2.2.1

Input data

The problem formulation in the previous section states three possible forms of data-presence in the application as a
result of two types of sources, the first incorporated was FITS image data. Each such image comes with a separate
header containing the data’s technical specification, an example (with relevant parameters highlighted) seen in Listing
5.1 below:
:
IMAGE
MISSION_NAME
DATA_SET_ID
PRODUCER_INSTITUTION_NAME
MISSION_PHASE_NAME
TARGET_NAME
PRODUCT_CREATION_TIME
START_TIME
STOP_TIME
SPACECRAFT_CLOCK_START_COUNT
SPACECRAFT_CLOCK_STOP_COUNT
I NS TR UM E NT _N AM E
INSTRUMENT_HOST_NAME
INSTRUMENT_ID
EXPOSURE_DURATION
DETECTOR_ID
DETECTOR_TYPE
:

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

:
" L O R _ 0 0 3 1 1 3 1 2 3 9 _ 0 X 6 3 0 _ S C I _ 1 . FIT "
" NEW HORIZONS "
" NH -J - LORRI -3 - JUPITER - V1 .1"
" SOUTHWEST RESEARCH INSTITUTE "
" JUPITER ENCOUNTER "
" JUPITER "
"2009 -03 -02 T06 :24:48"
"2007 -01 -15 T01 :42:01.360"
"2007 -01 -15 T01 :42:01.363"
"0031131238:48850"
"0031131238:49000"
" LONG RANGE RECON NAISSANC E IMAGER "
" NEW HORIZONS "
" LORRI "
"0.003 <S >"
" LORRI "
" CCD "
:

Listing 5.1: Excerpt from a FITS-file header corresponding to image taken by New Horizons of Jupiter surface on January 15th 2007
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The second input type would be the CORE-command schedule in place of real image data. However, the final
command-file eventually used in OpenSpace was an abridged version developed for in-house simulations at the John
Hopkins Applied Physics Laboratory — unofficially given the name ”event-file”. The structure of the event-file can be
seen in Figure 5.8 below.

Figure 5.8: Short excerpt from the event-file demonstrating an instance of interleaved instrument execution. The relevant columns

from left to right detail as follows: the instrument id, MET time and observation name. The LORRI id lines signify instantaneous
image captures and surrounding the series, the start and stop commands indicate the active sampling time-spans (rows overlaid
with white/gray arrows) of two scan-type instruments across the moon Charon.

By combining these two inputs that the New Horizons visualization could effectively project both existing and
upcoming observations as further described in Implementation and Results, section 2.2.2: Decoder.
2.2.2

Class overview

In response to the listing on page 26 the upcoming class descriptions provide details for the system developed to satisfy
each listed requirement. Admittedly, the constraints thereof make for a slightly convoluted relationship between
each class — which is why each description is complemented by the diagram in Figure 5.10 on page 29, depicting the
attributes and behaviour of each class in relation to the rest.
• ImageSubset — Shared data-structure composed of one or a series of images
With the various observations being interleaved across the encounter time-line each data entry had to be
associated with its corresponding UTC time-range. The ImageSubset is a struct linking one TimeRange with
many Image’s, as seen in Figure 5.10. Its function also extends to tracking the sampling of non-instantaneous
scan-instruments such as RALPH and ALICE 2 . Each Image entry stores the start and stop time of its instruments
shutter, observed target body, whether or not it is a placeholder for empiric data and (if present) the system path
to the data itself. It also keeps record of all instruments used for its acquisition (a scan observation was often
performed by multiple instruments simultaneously3 ). In order to optimize search performance, the TimeRange
holds the start and stop times of a scan or series of images.
• SequenceParser — Provides ImageSequencer with dedicated parsing instructions for specific data input
It Implementation and Results, section 2.2.1 it was said that at the time of this development there were two primary
data sources prompting three parsing techniques. But as each space endeavour introduces its own unique
naming conventions, data-types and separate guidelines (sometimes only understood by specific members of
the mission science team), in order for OpenSpace to accommodate a broader range of operations, the parsing
logic would have to be abstracted. The SequenceParser is the virtual class by which two inheriting parsers were
written for the New Horizons mission, seen in Figure 5.10 - PlaybookParser for the event-file and ImageLabelParser
for the image data. Provided as argument to the ImageSequencer, the SequenceParser populates it with data.

2 Due to their level of complexity and limited development time, the scanning instruments would not share the projective texture mapping of the
instantaneous LORRI series. Their sampling activity would instead be expressed by means of visuals outlining their respective FOV, as described in
Implementation and Results, section 2.1.3.
3 An example - RALPH has four color filters: methane, red, blue and near-infrared - each considered a separate instrument in SPICE.
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• Decoder — Abstract class. Provides SequenceParser with file-specific interpretation methods.
Mission related files are usually created for mission-internal use only, and since the data often follows a naming
convention that differs from the SPICE definition, it has to be translated for OpenSpace. The perhaps most
straightforward approach would be to adapt these manually but this would also prove a time consuming matter
as such files can often undergo multiple revisions during their lifetime. To adress this issue, the primary purpose
of a Decoder is to provide a set of specialized instructions for a SequenceParser on how to read a keyword or
sections of its particular input file. For example: The user can provide a list specifying the proper SPICE acronym
to each corresponding non-SPICE keyword encountered during the files parsing. Thereby, a SequenceParser
knows which keywords to look for and how these are interpreted to match the SPICE interface implicitly
through the Decoder. Also, as certain ’scanner’ instruments can span multiple rows in a command-sequence (see
Implementation and Results, section 2.2.1, Figure 5.8) a Decoder may instruct when the parser should start or stop
reading an interval and can outline whether or not that particular call corresponds to one or many instruments
in SPICE. The underlying idea of this class is to bridge mission-specific naming conventions, allowing for
homogeneous treatment of all space related mission data.
• ImageSequencer — Singleton, observation-data manager for all running instances. Structures and stores data parsed
through its provided SequenceParser. Communicates data and related information to affiliated instances at runtime.
The ImageSequencer correlates observational-data to each corresponding instance and at run-time, manages
its distribution in accordance with a specific mission observation-schedule and/or empiric data. A requesting
instance is authorised to receive data provided it makes a valid data-request to the ImageSequencer. A datarequest is considered valid if and only if the request is made with the correct target-, instrument- and observerkeys corresponding to a stored data-set. The logic is that an instance must have its data loaded for any of its
requests to be processed and, whether or not the request is made at a simulation time within the acquisition
time-range of the data (see Class: TimeRange). This ensures that each running instance will get its data at the
exact time of observation by its corresponding spacecraft instrument. The second task of the ImageSequencer is
to communicate information about the data to classes requesting it, such as: ongoing observations designation,
current instrument- and target- activity, observation times, data intervals etc. The schematic in the figure below
shows a rough outline of how events that are scattered across a mission time-line are maintained by this class.

Figure 5.9: ImageSequencer data storage relationship with CORE schedule. In reference to the numbered labels (1-4) in

the diagram: [1] A horizontal time-line from -0.25 to 0.25 days in seconds around closest approach to Pluto showing the
CORE science observation schedule from which the event-file (in Figure 5.8) was derived from. [2] ImageSequencer’s main
data-structure for observations of type map<string, ImageSubset> where the key [3] is the target name and the value [4] is
an ImageSubset composed of a series images (or scans) and time range parameters [5]. Note: Under label [1] the right-most
designation — ’MOPS’ represents times when the spacecraft was under the control of the Mission Operations Team operating from The
Johns Hopkins Applied Physics Laboratory (APL) in Laurel, Maryland.

• RenderablePlanetProjection — Orbital body handling the projection from its observing spacecraft.
Initially based on RenderablePlanet (RPP) this class adopted many of its properties, such as the instantiation of
a textured sphere. Since Pluto and Charon are mostly spherical due to their mass and as the remaining bodies of
the system were as of yet mostly undefined, a sphere was the most reasonable geometry to use. As seen in the
class diagram in Figure 5.10, the class inherits properties from both Renderable and ProjectionComponent, the
latter containing all projection-logic deemed generic and reusable by other classes with similar function.
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Figure 5.10: UML diagram representing the image projection procedure in OpenSpace.
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Class interaction: start-up

The flow-chart in Figure 5.11 breaks down the the system described at the time of startup. The chart is split into two
parts by a horizontal dotted line: the left side shows the instantiation process and the right side shows the initialization
that is run once the former is finished.

Figure 5.11: Flow-chart of projection related classes in OpenSpace

The process flow begins at the class managing the projection pixel-copy method, the RPP class. After evaluating the
data in its dictionary it resolves the parser logic to be constructed, represented here by the junction labeled ’Determine
Parser Type’. From it, the rightmost branch (dotted line) follows the rationale mentioned in problem formulation (iii.):
A third parsing method that is constructed by first reading the image-data and then padding it with the event-file
entries, inserting ’placeholder-images’ that represent the scheduled but yet unavailable observations. Once provided
the parsed results, the ImageSequencer changes its state to ’ready’, thus providing a point of entry for data-requests
from any instances affiliated to it. The column of initialization steps to the right are each rather self explanatory in this
context save perhaps for the very last — this is the actual pixel-copy procedure. It is described at the very end of this
chapter as it represents the final culmination-point of the projection logic, exactly how the data is copied onto the
surface of an orbital body once its exact placement becomes known.
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Runtime

The flow-chart on this page provides an overview of the process that runs before each frame in the visualization and,
under the right conditions, executes the projection method that imprints a spacecrafts observation-data onto its target
body.

Figure 5.12: Conditional Projection in OpenSpace. Diagram shows only two classes interacting, the RPP and the ImageSequencer,

blocked into separate sections. The bracket label at the center of the diagram details the relevant parameters and the dashed lines
represent events mostly handled by the GPU. The dotted line in-between from the update() method merely highlights that a
boolean parameter used in the render() method has been set.
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The schematic of Figure 5.12 reveals that at its core lies a very simple algorithm that can be expressed as follows:
Algorithm 1 RPP : overview of conditional projection
Require: τ~f : array of Image, δ: target id, κ: instrument id, t: current simulation time, φ: boolean, β: projector matrix
1: procedure U PDATE ( )
2:
if ( ImageSequencer 6= ∅ ) then
. check data presence
3:
ImageSequencer ← t
. update w. current time
4:
if ( τ~f ← I MAGE S EQUENCER( τ~f , δ, κ ) ) then
. if ∃ data corresp. to δ, κ at t 7→ fill ~τ
5:
φ = true
. flag perform projection
6:
end if
7:
end if
8: end procedure
9: procedure R ENDER ( )
10:
if ( φ ) then
11:
loop ∀ τ ∈ τ~f
12:
p ← τ.p
. p: directory
13:
β ← ComputeAttitudeParameters( t )
. compute projectors projection matrix β at t
14:
ProjectImage( β, p )
. project file at p using β
15:
end loop
16:
else run standard shader
17:
end if
18: end procedure
First, the main program loop triggers the update() function where after checking for data-presence the method
requests data (τ~f ) from the ImageSequencer that in turn determines if and what data-set to return (see Algorithm 2).
If the requesting instance has no data for the particular simulation time stored in the ImageSequencer, the method
proceeds to its default shader methods. If the request is granted and data is returned, a flag (φ) is set for the render()
function to execute the projection of each returned data-entry.
Algorithm 2 ImageSequencer : data request processing
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:

~τ : array of Image, δ: target id, κ: instrument id, tc : current frames time, t p : previous frames time, Ω: data map
procedure I MAGE S EQUENCER ( τ~f , δ, κ )
r x,y ← Ω(δ) Rmin,max
. get time range from subset of Ω corresp. to δ
if (r x ≤ tc ≤ ry || r x ≤ t p ≤ ry ) then
. check: ∃ data corresp. to current time-span for δ
f ,l,b,e: iterator
f ← Ω(δ)nX , l ← Ω(δ)nX+m
. get iterators first/last for subset
b ← LOWERBOUND( f , l, t p ), e ← LOWERBOUND( f , l, tc )
. e, b iterator corresp. data at sim. interval
~f ) return
COPY (Ω (δ )bX , Ω (δ )eX , τ
. return data corresp. to sim. interval
end if
end procedure
function LOWERBOUND( f , l, v)
. log2 (l − f ) + O(1) comparisons at most
I, C, S: iterator, v: value
C ← (l − f )
while C < 0 do
I ← f , S ← C 12 , I → S
if Iτ.s = v then
f ← I + 1, C ← (C − (S + 1))
else
C←S
end if
return f
end while
end function

The application could at this point iterate over the data and execute the projection method, but that would not lead
to accurate results. Recall that the placement of the projection imprint on the target surface is a function of both the
relative state of the observed body and the corresponding instrument of the spacecraft at a particular simulation time.
The description so far has assumed a perfect scenario, where the projection procedure is executed at an ideal, correct
time, because only then could the resulting placement of the data on the targets surface be said as completely accurate
with respect to real events.
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However, considering that this type of data will seldom have an even distribution across the time domain - a discrete
increment is guaranteed to make the simulation overshoot its stored acquisition times meaning that the projections
will be placed inaccurately. The problem can be avoided by running the simulation with a sufficiently low increment as
the placement errors may be imperceptible then. Although, with an increased increment the projections will start to
exhibit misalignment to the point where if the increment is sufficiently large, the procedure might even miss the target
body altogether and project out into space. Likewise, if the user were to instantly jump to a specified time-stamp in
the simulation then all data in-between the new and the previous time would be falsely projected with respect to the
state of the spacecraft instantly after the jump. To remedy this, this procedure is made independent of the running
simulation time and instead relies on the recorded time of acquisition stored in each data-entry. This is seen in the flow
cycle relating to the render() method in Figure 5.12 and achieved by updating line 11-15 in Algorithm 1:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:

loop ∀ τ ∈ τ~f
s ← τ.s , p ← τ.p
β ← ComputeAttitudeParameters( s )
ProjectImage( β, p )
end loop

. s: acquisition time of τ, p: directory
. compute projectors projection matrix β at s
. project file at p using β

Prior to the projection pixel-copy method, all relevant state parameters are re-computed with respect to the time of
the particular observation. Once finished, the state parameters are computed once more, whereupon the rendering is
taken over by the standard pipeline. To gain a better sense of how this manifests during execution, Figure 5.13 depicts
a scenario where a large time increment makes the spacecraft overshoot some of its observations - and how these are
accounted for before the rendering of the next frame.

Figure 5.13: Diagram showing unfolding events between two frames in New Horizons simulation in the event of a time jump or
when applied with large delta-time increment. With regard to the numbered labels (1-4) in the diagram: Beginning at an initial state
of the spacecraft [1] at time t0 , the user advances the simulation [2] to a new time t1 . With unaccounted for observations between t0
and t1 , the system jumps back to the first entry in its returned data packet [3] and proceeds to recompute the state of the spacecraft
and its target with respect to each stored acquisition time in the data [4]. Finally, the system switches to the standard shaders to
render the spacecraft at its new position together with the an observed body that now, as expected, contains all its observations [5].

Now, with the structure of conditions that precede each image projection laid out, the coming section concerns the
final phase of this decision process: the method performing the pixel-copy imprint of the projected data.
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OpenSpace GPU Projection method

This section begins where Implementation and Results, section 2.2.3 left off - at the initialization step of the RPP class
labeled ’Create Screen-Space Quad Geometry for Projection’. In the introduction to image projection it was said that all
points within the 3D pyramid view frustum of the projector are transformed onto its near plane, meaning that any
texture that is encompassed by the projectors FOV will indirectly undergo the same transformation. And so, placing
a quad that corresponds in size to the viewport establishes the coordinate dimensions required for the sampling
performed in the shaders, its four corners representing the texture coordinate space: (-1, 1), (1, 1), (1, -1) and (-1, -1).

Figure 5.14: Contextual view of the screen-space quad used by the projector.

Apart from also compiling the shaders, that is all the required preparation for the remainder of work to function
properly at runtime. Recall from Figure 5.12 how the runtime process in its last junction goes into a cycle for every
data entry and how finally, at its terminal phase, the projection imprint method is executed. Figure 5.15 extends the
previous runtime diagram with the so far omitted details, and explains how a projection in OpenSpace happens.

Figure 5.15: GPU projection method: detailed view.
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Initial setup
As the operation will copy the pixels from one texture onto another, it will need dedicated memory on the GPU. The
idea is to render the view of the projector towards an intermediate buffer instead of the back buffer (OpenGL’s default
render destination). This is achieved by binding a Framebuffer Object (FBO), a texture container managed by OpenGL,
the first step performed in the process in Figure 5.15. Most importantly: this FBO is assigned the base texture of the
observed body, so any manipulation of its values means manipulating the texture itself. Next, the application specifies
the transformation for the viewport to match the width and height of the texture containing the observed bodies
texture. In doing so, the viewport is specified with a resolution matching the texture-memory that is going to be
manipulated.
Setting shader parameters
Once the dedicated FBO is active, the application passes all relevant projection quantities to the shader program: The
projectors projection matrix (β), projection image (p), observers model transform matrix (µ) and boresight vector (b).
As for the remaining quantities in the diagram (ψ, s and r) — because the global coordinate system in OpenSpace
that is defined through power scaled coordinates can be scaled at runtime so as to accommodate different levels of
precision, the application has to inform the shader program of any scale change by passing ψ to it - the new global
power-scale ks (see Theory, section 1.2, Equations 4.1-4.3). Given the fact that the main two bodies of study in this
simulation (Pluto and Charon) were of spherical shape while the remaining moons (their shapes unknown at the time)
were going to be approximated as spheres, the shader has to be informed of the number the segments s and radius r of
the sphere that represents its geometry. The exact reason why these last two parameters need to exist will be discussed
in greater detail further down this section, but for now, this accounts for all the information the GPU needs to continue
processing.
Specifying sampling scheme
Once all parameters are set, the application binds the screen-space quad and executes the shader program, beginning
at the vertex shader:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

layout(location = 0) in vec4 in_position;
out vec4 vs_position;
void main() {
vs_position = in_position;
gl_Position = vec4(in_position.xy, 0.0, 1.0);
}
This first shader stage passes the in position to the fragment shader and then, the parameter gl Position is set, the
built-in OpenGL container that specifies coordinates used by fixed function blocks between the vertex and fragment
shader (clipping, rasterization, etc). Here, the in position assigned to it contains the vertices of the previously
mentioned screen-space quad. And, the fact that is values correspond to the coordinates that define NDC space is not
coincidental considering that when combined with a viewport that has matching resolution to that of the projection
texture - the corners of the quad will effectively define the outer bounds for sampling while the viewports resolution
sets its frequency. So in this instance, the job of the vertex shader is to set up a uniform sampling scheme for the
following fragment shader:

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

in vec4 vs_position;
out vec4 color;
uniform sampler2D projectionTexture;
uniform mat4 ProjectorMatrix;
uniform mat4 ModelTransform;
uniform vec2 _scaling;
uniform vec4 _radius;
uniform int _segments;
void main() {
vec2 uv = (vs_position.xy + vec2(1.0)) / vec2(2.0);
vec4 vertex = uvToVertex(uv, _radius, _segments);
vec4 raw_pos
= psc_to_meter(vertex, _scaling);
vec4 projected = ProjectorMatrix * ModelTransform * raw_pos;
projected.x /= projected.w;
projected.y /= projected.w;
vec3 normal = normalize((ModelTransform*vec4(vertex.xyz,0)).xyz);
vec3 v_b = normalize(boresight);
if((inRange(projected.x, 0, 1) && inRange(projected.y, 0, 1)) && dot(v_b, normal) < 0 ){
color = texture(projectionTexture, vec2(projected.x, 1-projected.y));
}
}
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Defining the target bodies geometry
Beginning on line 11, the x and y coordinates of parameter vs position that correspond to the upper left corner of
each pixel in the final output are offset to the pixels center. Optimally at this point the shader would use the vertex
positions of the observed geometry in order to determine each projected texture coordinate. However, this setup lacks
access to the observed objects vertex array as the one currently bound is that of the screen space quad. At this point,
the program has not yet performed any projection transformations, and one issue is that, exactly how the projection
texture will distort onto the base texture of the target is not defined. To know which pixel to copy to, it needs to apply
the projection and model matrices that are defined to act on vertex points. Normally, the solution to this problem
is to use a concatenated vertex buffer containing both the quad and the observed object and point the program to
each with index offsets. However, as the New Horizons visualization was set to operate exclusively on spherical
geometries this problem could be solved in a different way - this is where the last two inputs to the shader come into
play - the number of segments (s) and radius (r ) of the observed body. By assuming spherical geometry only, these
two parameters can be used together with any given texture coordinate to arrive at the corresponding vertex point
simply by utilizing the common formula for the creation of discrete sphere, as seen in Algorithm 3. And, because both
the projectors model- and projection- matrix are expressed with respect to the object receiving projections, this means
that no additional transformations are required for the computed geometry, which is also one of the reasons why an
orbital body has been made responsible of its own projection mapping.

Projection coordinate-transformation
As with all vector quantities in OpenSpace, the obtained position is expressed as a power scaled coordinate, so on
line 15, the shader uses a pre-defined scale function that transforms the vertex point to its actual size. Once scaled,
the projection and model matrix transform the point as if viewed through the perspective of the projector. However,
this transformation alone will not create the perspective effect - unlike most common operations such as scaling or
translation, the projection matrix alters the w component of its applied-to vertex point. The main reason is that the
projection matrix stores the z-depth in each coordinates w, which will increase the further away from the projection
origin the point it represents resides. So in order to achieve an accurate projection, the shader needs to convert the
homogeneous back into a Cartesian coordinate - a process known as perspective divide. Since the homogeneous point
( x 0 , y0 , z0 , w0 ) corresponds to the Cartesian point ( x 0 /w0 , y0 /w0 , z0 /w0 , w0 /w0 ) = ( x, y, z, 1). Afterwards, the value w is
again equal to one and gets discarded as it has no further use in the pipeline, leaving the projected Cartesian point
( x, y, z), this occurs on lines 15-16.
Confining projections to FOV-bounds of the spacecraft instrument
After normalizing both the normal at the point and the boresight vector (lines 21-23) the shader checks three conditions:
the first two require the x and y value of the projected point to be within the range [0, 1], this is because, any point that
belongs to the observed object that also lies outside the view-frustum of the projector will be outside this range by
default. Without this condition the projected texture would wrap the entire observed body instead of being confined
to the view-cone of the projector. The third condition checks if the point is at the correct side of the observed object,
otherwise two projections would occur: one at the side facing the projector, the other at the far-side, facing away from
it due to the fact that both contain points bound by the projectors view cone.
Mapping pixel data from projection- to base- texture
Next, the shaders out parameter color corresponds to a specific entry in the currently bound buffer, i.e. a specific
pixel in the FBO that has the targets base texture assigned to it - so provided that all conditions are met, by setting this
parameter the shader copies the fragment from the projection texture onto the base texture of the observed body.
Restore rendering state
Finally, after switching from the intermediate FBO to the back-buffer the viewport is restored to its original dimension
and the process continues by using default shaders, rendering the observed bodies surface with its now accurately
mapped data.
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New Horizons mission specific additions

The overall goal of this thesis was to provide a generalized solution able to accommodate any mission setup, however, working with
a specific mission also involved mission-specific goals. This involved optimizing the New Horizons spacecraft 3D model along
with adding visual elements for the solar occultation event, the latter done per the request of the mission science team which were
scheduled to narrate the event for a live global audience.

3.1

Solar occultations

The trajectory for New Horizons was carefully designed such that the spacecraft would pass through the shadows of
both Pluto and its moon Charon - the event known as ’solar occultation’. When passing through each shadow, the
probe would reorient itself so that its instruments would point towards the Sun. In doing so, the ALICE instrument
would characterize the atmosphere by measuring the dimming of the stars. Another measurement was that of
the disappearance and reappearance of the REX instruments radio signal from Earth. The results from the many
observations performed during this time lead to resolving Pluto’s diameter, atmospheric density and composition. In
order to facilitate a more meaningful discussion around the science performed during the event, the audience would
have to see the probe enter and depart each shadow. Given that shadows occur where there is an absence of light
they pose a dilemma in visualization that means to adhere to reality as much as possible. In this instance, given the
importance of the event, a compromise had to be struck: The perimeter of each shadow would be indicated using a
gray cylindrical shape beginning at the division between the observed bodies illuminated and dark side, also known
as the ’terminator’. Conveniently, SPICE already comes with function-calls that, provided the position of the body
with respect to the Sun, return a desired number of points along either the shadows umbra or penumbra. These points
were then used to form the two required shadow-cylinders for Pluto and Charon, as depicted in Figure 5.16 below.

Figure 5.16: Shadow graphic for Pluto and Charon. With regard to the numbered labels (1-4) in the diagram: [1] and [2] indicate

the penumbra- and umbra- lines of the shadow from the Sun. Using the points for the umbral line from SPICE [3], these are then
connected accordingly with corresponding points place in line with the shadow, far behind the body (the exact position is arbitrary
as the shadows were made to fade with distance).
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Reconstructing Spacecraft Geometry

The decision to reconstruct the New Horizons model came soon after it was realized that the initial model provided
to the OpenSpace team had been exported at least twice through CAD-like applications - likely to be used for
promotional stills and 3D printing. The topology of the mesh of the original contained non-manifold edges, self
intersecting geometry and subdivision levels not suitable for real-time simulation. Despite its flaws, the original model
was of great aid during the spacecrafts remodelling in Autodesk Maya to preserve accurate proportions of its main
hull along with the various protruding details. Beyond reducing unnecessary geometry, remodeling the spacecraft
came with the opportunity to add finer detail to the model along with a more comprehensive texture map.

(a) New Horizons Original

(b) New Horizons Reconstruction

Figure 5.17: Comparison between the original and new spacecraft model. Apart from the topology cleanup, the main difference

between the two meshes is that (a) holds ∼400K whereas (b) is reduced to ∼130K triangles, making for a far more lightweight
model. Observe the main hull of the spacecraft - here it can be seen the improved edge distribution in the optimized model (b).
Also, where the original (a) has the foil around its instruments simply pushed into the main hull (most pronounced around the
star-trackers and the SWAP instrument), for (b) these have been fused together to form one continuous geometry.

(a) REX Original

(b) REX Reconstruction

Figure 5.18: New Horizons high gain antenna (REX) comparison with where in the new model (b), running along the edge of the
tripod arms is a wire that was not part of the original model. Details of this sort were added incrementally during the rebuild using
reference images found on NASA’s website showing New Horizons at various stages of its assembly process.
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(a) RTG Original

(b) RTG Reconstruction

Figure 5.19: ’Rear view’ of the spacecraft showing its main power source - the Radioisotope Thermoelectric Generator (RTG).
Where the original models RTG (a) had a large amount of hidden geometry within itself (every element of (a) is its own separate
object) the new model (b) is one solid structure, it is both reduced in polygon size and holds little redundant geometry.

Where the original model had separate UV-mapping for each element, the reconstructed spacraft would simply
have one texture where each of its elements would be made to share UV space. At the cost of slightly reduced
resolution for each individual element, using this standard means less data to download for the users. Another reason
is that, although the incorporated ’wavefront’ file loading library during this thesis supports loading multiple objects
at once, the necessary functionality was not added to OpenSpace due to time constraints.

(a) New Horizons - Front view

(b) New Horizons - Rear view

Figure 5.20: Final spacecraft model with texture and environmental lightning. Rendering made in SketchFab.
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Visual results, discussion and future work
1

The mission environment

1.1

Stars

Representing the physical world through computer graphics always comes with concessions inherent to the field itself,
and in this case, recreating the night sky to appear as though seen through human eyes is ultimately a process where
the final adjustments will have certain artistic aspects to it. Refraining from all interpretation would be to model the
lens of the human eye and account for all relativistic effects of the light travelling to it along with all other physical
influence in-between - but arguably, the visual improvements would be minor, if any, as the results would be viewed
through a monitor anyway. As can be seen from the images below, the final end product was calibrated to a natural
look of the stars without compromising the integrity of the data.

Figure 6.1: Constellation of Orion in OpenSpace (left) and real data by the Hubble Space Telescope (right, Courtesy of NASA)

However, given that a space-borne telescope may vary its exposure so as to better depict its target of study, there
are natural differences between the images as the goals of their portrayal are different. In OpenSpace, the stars were
to be rendered as they would appear to the human eye in space. The stars that were excluded were occupying a
screen-space area less than that of a pixel, flickering when the client would tilt or rotate the camera. In the end, it
merely becomes a matter of choosing thresholds that suit ones needs.

Figure 6.2: Pleiades in OpenSpace (left) compared to photo (right, Courtesy of Perth Observatory)
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1.2

1. T HE MISSION ENVIRONMENT

Solar system

Figure 6.3: OpenSpace solar system. Trajectory of Pluto marked in green.

(a) Jovian system

(b) Plutonian system

Figure 6.4: Jupiter and Pluto systems in OpenSpace.

Figure 6.5: New Horizons Jupiter flyby and Pluto approach in OpenSpace
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2. S TATE VALIDATION

State validation

As mentioned earlier, the Jupiter and Pluto systems were instrumental for accuracy validation using mission data
and mission-simulation tool-kits deployed by NASA. Figure 6.6 shows the New Horizons spacecraft as its LORRI
instrument takes a snapshot of the moon Europa as it rises above the surface of Jupiter. Seen in the left-most image
is the view from the LORRI camera, confirming that the alignment concides with what actually happened as New
Horizons was passing jupiter.

Figure 6.6: OpenSpace test / validation at Jovian system.

The same sort of testing was performed at the Pluto system as seen in Figure 6.7 where the CORE sequence animation
is compared with the GeoViz software 1 . This, among many other similar softwares, was used to make sure that all
scene-definitions, attitudes and relative states in OpenSpace were being articulated correctly with respect to actual
events.

Figure 6.7: OpenSpace FOV articulation of MVIC / LEISA / LORRI comparison with GeoViz simulation

1 GeoViz

- developed by planetary scientist Dr. Henry Throop, the software is used by the science team for planning observations.
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3. V ISUALIZATION OF DATA ACQUISITION PROCESS

Visualization of data acquisition process

Figures 6.8-6.10 show mission data being projected in two different scenarios: Figure 6.8 are screenshots made prior to
the encounter, where the visualization had to rely on planned mission data (CORE sequence) — whereas, Figure 6.10
depicts the spacecraft projecting a series of actual mission-images onto the surface of Pluto.

Figure 6.8: New Horizons prior to rendez-vous: Projections of ’placeholder’ image-data based on planned CORE schedule.

Figure 6.9: Open Space visualization and New Horizons mission plan comparison

Figure 6.9 corresponds to 6.8. The top half shows the images being laid out in order, while the final image is added for
comparison with the mission playbook (i.e CORE schedule). The slight differences between the two images is due to
varying field of view in both Open Space (bottom left) and the GeoViz software (bottom right).
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3. V ISUALIZATION OF DATA ACQUISITION PROCESS

Figure 6.10: Varying states of LORRI FOV atop target. Color coding of FOV vectors: White - not within FOV, Blue - target within

FOV, Orange - surface intercept. These are interpolated to Green the closer the instrument is to taking a snapshot / projection of its
target.
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3. V ISUALIZATION OF DATA ACQUISITION PROCESS

Figure 6.11: Represented with a dark blue texture, the un-mapped Pluto surface is projected to by LORRI in Open Space. This

sequence projection accurately represents events that occurred around 08:10 UTC on July 14th, 2015. (The LORRI camera captures
images in black and white)
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3. V ISUALIZATION OF DATA ACQUISITION PROCESS

Figure 6.12: Close-up view of the projection shows the accuracy of the image alignment atop the surface. No image has been
processed beyond that of being contrast corrected due to varying exposure in raw-data.
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4. J ULY 14 TH , 2015, N EW H ORIZONS ENCOUNTER EVENT

July 14th, 2015, New Horizons encounter event

As mentioned earlier, the culmination point of the visualization was during the actual New Horizons flyby on July
14th 2015. The event was hosted at AMNH by director of astro-visualization Carter Emmart, director of the Hayden
Planetarium Neil deGrasse Tyson and Denton Ebel, the museum’s curator of earth and planetary sciences. The live
broadcast and piloting of the software was coordinated together with Geoffrey Haines-Stiles, producer of 1980 Cosmos
TV-series, from NASA mission control at John Hopkins, APL, Maryland.

Figure 6.13: Carter Emmart, Neil deGrasse Tyson and Denton Ebel hosting the event with visualization in background.

Figure 6.14: Carter Emmart, Neil deGrasse Tyson and Denton Ebel hosting the event with visualization in background.

During the event, instances of the software in planetariums across the world would interlink to show a global audience
the mission unfolding in real time. At the same time, a live video feed would run from the different locations (as
displayed by the monitors in the Figures above) allowing the scientists and to interact with each site and with one
another.
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4. J ULY 14 TH , 2015, N EW H ORIZONS ENCOUNTER EVENT

Figure 6.15: OpenSpace running in Houston Museum of Natural Science (middle dome projection)

Figure 6.16: New Horizons visualization in Brisbane Planetarium, Queensland, Australia

Figure 6.17: New Horizons co-investigators Fran Bagenal and Cathy Olkin answer questions from sites around the world and
provide commentary to the visualization together with the AMNH hosts.
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5. P ROFILING P ERFORMANCE

Profiling Performance

After the software’s maiden run on July 14th 2015 where it ran on various machines across the globe, some sites would
report that at times, particularly when running larger delta-time steps in combination with instantaneous handling of
large data-sets, the simulation would experience significant lag in performance and in some rare cases, the software
would stall completely. The experiments detailed across the coming sections are therefore focused on investigating the
exact nature of the reported performance drops. Based on post-event summaries, there is reason to believe that the
problem originates at the GPU which is why any overhead such as FOV computation and image-sequencing has not
been taken into account.

5.1

Profiling Method

Each test relies on OpenGL’s Timer Queries to avoid any asynchronous issues commonly present when profiling via
the CPU. Furthermore, to eliminate all other potential overhead / stalls due to the profiling calls themselves, the data
in all diagrams that follow are the average result of 10 run-cycles of their individual profiling-scripts. All profiling
in this section was run on a 64-bit Windows 10 machine equipped with NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1080 GPU and Intel(R)
Core(TM) i7-3970X CPU @ 3.50Ghz processor where the results were later processed using Matlab R2016b.

5.2

Performance with varying distance

As earlier tests of the projection method had indicated a variation of performance due to the distance between
spacecraft and its target, to further explore this, the tests in this section were made to perform sampling in the spatial
domain across the whole New Horizons mission time-line. For this a minor alteration was required in the New
Horizons code, making the probes attitude adjustments independent of the SPICE CK kernel data to instead re-orient
the LORRI instrument to face the surface of Pluto at all times throughout the simulation. The resolution was set to 30
minutes of mission elapsed time per sample and gathered across the entire time-frame available in the versions of the
New Horizons mission SPICE kernels used for the public release of OpenSpace on July 14th 2015. The results are seen
in Figure 6.18 where the two diagrams are focused on a narrowed range spanning 23 · 105 Km in either direction from
the center mark that corresponds to the closest proximity of New Horizons to Pluto’s surface. The texture dimensions
for projection- and base- texture range from 5122 to 163482 . The largest texture was included to represent edge-cases
where even higher resolution images may be required (one of many possible examples is Mars HiRISE which at its
highest resolution setting can produce images in black and white up to 1,200 megapixels and 240 megapixels in color).

Figure 6.18: Projection procedures performance with different base- and projection- textures with variable distance to target.
Vertical line at the center of each graph corresponds to the spacecrafts closest approach to Pluto’s surface.

Within each sub-graph there are two distinct peaks that are mostly symmetric along the line marking New Horizons
closest approach to Pluto. The manner in which the performance spikes on either side of the closest rendez-vous
point recur in all base-/projection- texture permutations dispels the notion that this is merely a side effect of either
overhead or the profiling method itself. Such stalls would more likely be confined within a very limited error band
than compounding at the same location for each measurement. But overall, the impact on performance cannot be said
as insignificant seeing as it can delineate a 4:1 variation at certain distances.
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5.3

5. P ROFILING P ERFORMANCE

Examining the cause of symmetric performance peaks

Although the results show that the two performance peaks appear at roughly the same location on the x-axis regardless
of textures involved, the cause of the almost symmetric behaviour of the performance curve around the closestapproach mark remained uncertain. The suspected reason for this however, was that it may relate in some way to
the projected area covered by the spacecraft instrumentation across Pluto’s surface. Since New Horizons LORRI
instrument has a fixed FOV, its projected area will become smaller as the spacecraft approaches to its target meaning
that its spatial resolution will increase. Likewise, once the spacecraft passes its target the same thing begins to happen
in reverse. The relatively straight trajectory means that the rate of change will be somewhat linear, which seems to
be the case based on each performance curve. To prove this relationship, the performance impact of an instruments
FOV coverage as a function of distance had to be measured. As such, the OpenSpace New Horizons code was further
rewritten to record LORRI FOV’s area at Pluto’s location and the results are seen in Figure 6.19.

Figure 6.19: FOV coverage with respect to performance peaks. Y-axis: Surface Area Km2 . X-axis: New Horizons distance to closest

approach. Figure labels and legend: [A]: Projected area of Pluto (4426410 Km2 ), [B]: LORRI FOV surface area at Pluto (Km2 ), [C]:
measure of similarity of B as compared to A, and [D]: normalized average performance of data from Figure 6.18.

The diagram shows that the average performance is at its peak precisely at the moment the area that is articulated at
Pluto by New Horizons LORRI FOV converges onto the Dwarf Planets projected area. Boiled down, this test becomes
a comparison between the area of a square and that of a circle, where the results show that the more the boundaries of
New Horizon FOV approach Plutos surface, the higher the rise in performance. This behaviour can be explained by
what goes on at the hardware level. Texture-data that is uploaded to an NVIDIA graphics card is stored in the dynamic
random-access memory unit (DRAM) where it is subdivided into tiles that are uniformly assigned onto a variable
number of graphics cores. But, retrieving data from DRAM is a relatively slow operation, so each time a new location
is accessed, the newly fetched data becomes cached in high-speed memory. The next time the same memory location
is in demand, the scheduler will first attempt to fetch from the quickest memory units but, if a cache-miss occurs, it
then proceeds on the much slower DRAM. This of course depends greatly on the architecture, but the general idea is
that the less the processing is contingent on accessing DRAM, the faster will its overall performance be.
With this in mind, recall that the transformation steps in the projection method are not far removed from the standard
rendering pipeline in that, at one point all scene geometry is transformed onto the view-plane of the projector itself. It
can be said that, what this particular transformation step does is overlaying two texture grids of different resolutions
and sizes. Further down the pipeline, this overlay becomes analog to the sampling process on the graphics card which
is ultimately what drives the rise in the performance curve.
So when the projector and target are situated far apart from one another, assuming the projector has a pyramid-shaped
field of view, each pixel it projects will overlap multiple pixels of its targets texture meaning that despite some
projections ending up being unique, a vast majority will share the exact same value. The simplest example of this is
when New Horizons is located sufficiently far away, such that its target body is entirely encompassed by a single pixel
of its projection texture. In this case, the graphics card will automatically disregard a large pool of data while caching
the value for the one pixel to be projected. However, as the spacecraft moves closer to its target, the two texture
grids will converge in size so that each projection-pixel spans fewer and fewer of those in the target texture. As the
number of unique sampling locations increases, the amount of reusable data declines and the GPU scheduler is forced
to perform more time-consuming fetches from DRAM. At its peak, the maximum unique copy operations between
projection- and base- texture is reached. This is the point when the boundaries of New Horizons FOV delineate an
area around Pluto that coincides with its projected area, when the pixels in the two texture-grids are most alike in size.
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5. P ROFILING P ERFORMANCE

Cause of performance issues, July 14th 2015

The tests featured in the previous section had the objective of determining the cause for the application lag and
occasional stalls on July 14th 2015. The initial idea was that the projection method had a substantial adverse effect on
performance of OpenSpace, and to some extent this is true, since it has been shown that it has a non-negligible impact
when tasked with very large data-sets at specific distances between the spacecraft and its observed body. Figure 6.20 is
from an early test outlining the performance impact with different resolutions for Pluto’s base texture.

Figure 6.20: Performance of projection procedure with New Horizons positioned 23 · 105 Km away from Pluto.

The texture used for Pluto on July 14th 2015 however, was a rectangular map of 8912x4096 resolution which may not
be most ideal considering that GPU’s perform best with square textures. Since increasing the number of iterations per
drawcall results in a linear performance curve, it could be assumed that the output for that particular texture-map
would fall somewhere in-between the 4k and 8k performance reading, where the majority of the measurements
would still fall below Nvidia’s 2 second TDR safety-margin. However, this does not take into consideration the fact
that this test relies on much newer graphics hardware which would only become available roughly one year after
the event. So, to account for this and any hardware diversity present at the time, perhaps a more safe assertion
is that the average performance of the client-sites instead ended up around the 8k textures reading. This would
lead the application to a complete stall somewhere around 103 projections, which can be achieved with a time-jump
corresponding to roughly half of the New Horizons rendez-vous time-line in the simulation. It is therefore reasonable
to assume that those isolated cases in which OpenSpace had to be re-launched might have occurred due to larger
simulation-time advancements (which was in fact purposefully done a few times towards the end of the event)
whereas those experiencing only reduced performance may have relied on lesser hardware or simply had other
resource-consuming applications running simultaneously in the background.
In the end, considering the amount of data involved, this method has quite foreseeable performance. In order to
abend the overall application, the client would have to instruct the simulation to advance time such that a base-texture
with 81922 resolution would be projected to 1000 times. Given this software’s intended use, it seems a stretch for any
user to request what would in most cases end up being a cluttered patchwork of observational data across a planetary
body. Even so, improvements can be made, with two examples presented in the next section.
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6. F UTURE WORK

Future work

Addressing the issues outlined in the profiling section, methods by which improvements in future installments of the
software are proposed as follows:
Method 1 — A simple trick which would almost completely eliminate all performance lag in the projection method
would be to bake each consecutive projection into individual target-textures as switching those would be extremely
efficient using OpenGL. However, assuming that the objective is not having to rely on copy operations between
textures means that a different approach with regard to how image projections are presented to the user has to be
made. Currently, if a user prompts the application to start the simulation at the time of New Horizons closest-approach
to Pluto, then the surface of the Dwarf Planet is displayed absent any projected images taken prior to that start-time
upon which new images proceed to be laid out according the set data acquisition schedule.
Relying on the idea of a cache-system for textures brings up the question - How many images should be accounted for
prior to the selected starting-point? After all, if all images were to have been included at the beginning of the July 14th
event in 2015, the participating sites around the world would have been presented with a Pluto system completely
carpeted by the hundreds of overlapping measurements acquired weeks and even months prior to that time. Though
none of this is difficult to solve, it goes without saying that any trivial implementation will most likely have an adverse
effect on the level of interactivity for each mission. One solution could for example be to cache only certain ranges of
the acquisition process deemed most interesting to an audience and then provide a way by which the caching function
may be turned off if need be. Although this could lead to the audience perceiving the experience as less interactive and
more like a static video recording it is a sensible option in terms of eliminating the performance impact of this method.
Method 2 — Considering that the projection method has a linear performance curve, as seen in Figure 6.20, improving
it is strictly a matter of distributing the workload. For example, if an OpenSpace user instructs the software to
perform a large time-jump encompassing a sufficiently large data-set, to avoid potential stalls, the application could
instead distribute the total set of returned data over a variable number of frames. Doing so would place each subsets
computation-time below the graphics cards safety-margin and serve to improve overall performance as well. The
exact size of a subset could either be fixed or vary depending on the mission, the observers distance to target, system
requirements or whichever factor is most suitable to the task.
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6.1

6. F UTURE WORK

Scan-instrument projections - Visualizing MVIC and LEISA

As mentioned in Method, section 3.1, the capability to re-project data back to its sampling point of origin would only be done
for LORRI in this development cycle. The following section addresses the technical challenges that have to be considered when
incorporating scan-instruments in OpenSpace so as to provide a solution that is suitable to its many constraints.
6.1.1

Problem description

As seen in Figure 6.21, the six horizontal dark lines represent the MVIC FOV as projected onto the sky plane. The first
four lines from the top correspond to sensor-arrays used in color imaging while the bottom two are used to collect
panchromatic data [37].

Figure 6.21: The fields of view (FOVs) of New Horizons MVIC, Ralph, Alice airglow, and LORRI instruments are projected onto

the sky plane. Image courtesy of John Hopkins Applied Physics Laboratory

Unlike the aperture of the LORRI instrument (also depicted in Figure 6.21), where the sensor-arrangement is similar
to that of a consumer camera allowing it to capture images instantaneously, the focal plane in MVIC is composed
of seven independent arrays of sensors. Using what is known as time-delay integration, the sensor-arrays each
shift their partial measurements to the adjacent row synchronously with the motion of the image across the array
of elements, meaning that — for an observation to be performed using the MVIC instrument, the spacecraft has to
execute a rotation about its Z-axis while the transfer rate between each sensor-array is synchronized with the rate
at which the FOV is scanned across the region of study [37]. Remapping the data back onto its target of origin (as
was done for LORRI) therefore becomes a challenge as the FOV-bounds corresponding to an MVIC image become
a function of how long the instrument was turned on along with the speed of the spacecrafts rotation. That is of
course, not considering any misalignment’s due to stellar aberration, photon travel time or failure to account for any
other specialized methodology used by the scientist for such instruments. In discussions with the New Horizons
science-team it was explained that because of various relativistic effects (motion of the spacecraft vs target, photon
travel time, pixel smearing etc) the data produced by the scanning instruments had to be post-processed by the science
team to form a coherent image. A SPICE controlled projection method (as presented earlier in this thesis) that is absent
that specialized processing could therefore be insufficient for re-mapping the data with the desired precision.
That being said, the solution proposed in this section may serve as a good starting point towards extending the current
system so as to encompass these types of instruments or, at the very least, it may offer a pragmatic way to quantify the
expected inaccuracies and should therefore lead to valuable insights as to how to eliminate them completely in future
installments of the software.
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6. F UTURE WORK

Proposed solution for visualizing scan-instruments

Figure 6.22 outlines the method by which images produced by scan-instruments can be re-mapped to their simulated
sampling point of origin in OpenSpace. The solution is rather straightforward as it rests on the idea of re-appropriating
most of the existing functionality developed for the LORRI instrument.

Figure 6.22: MVIC Procedure

The numbered labels [1-5] shows five consecutive frames from the visualization. In frame [1]: the projection of the
MVIC FOV onto the sky plane [A] is drawn towards what later becomes the total sampling area for this observation
[B]. Finding the corner-points of [B] can be done ahead of time given a mission instrument schedule (such as the
CORE-/event- file for New Horizons). To map image data acquired by the MVIC instrument the method does not
have to rely on the FOV of the instrument itself but rather use two bounding vectors of any of its spectral bands. This
is depicted by frame [2] where the forward movement of MVIC across its sampling area produces points [ p1−2 , k1−2 ]
which delineate a new, temporary FOV [C] for the spacecraft. Treating the problem this way makes it equivalent to
a camera instrument. The last step is to compute the relevant matrices of the projector for region [C] by which the
projection [D] can be made. The process is repeated until the total sampling area is accounted for (frames [4-5]).
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6. F UTURE WORK

In its absolute simplest form, the solution could be made to disregard misalignment’s all-together and simply project
from the midpoint of the scan-range, as seen in Figure 6.23. This however, ought to be considered more of an initial
starting point as misalignment’s are bound to occur.

Figure 6.23: Projecting entire scan from its midpoint tn /2.

Improving on this, the image-data acquired by a scan-instrument in OpenSpace could be treated as a composite made
up of a variable number of smaller tiles. Each temporary FOV for these types of observations will correspond to a
specific region in the full image where determining this exact region could be done in a variety of ways, for example
based on the rotational angle of the spacecraft or simply through linear interpolation between sampling start and end.
This method requires the data to be segmented prior to upload as seen in Figure 6.24.

Figure 6.24: Passing subsets of scan-instrument total pixel-data to the GPU. Numbered labels correspond to previously outlined

events in Figure 6.22.

The diagrams in this section have been simplified to better convey the overall idea but the important thing to realize is
that the precision of this method is mostly dependent on the choice of time-increment. Say for example that subdivision
[y0 , y1 ] in Figure 6.24 is due to a delta step δt leading to an FOV that encompasses m number of pixel-rows. Using
intermediate time-increments such that δt2 = δt · m−1 allows for a projector-projection matrix corresponding to the
size of each row to be computed, meaning that each row of pixels can be projected individually. And by computing
the exact attitude of both spacecraft and observed body for each increment, this allows for each projection to be
performed under the exact same conditions as when its corresponding pixel-subset was originally recorded in reality.
The procedure can be done in-between each frame such that it is independent of running simulation time, similar to
the solution presented earlier in Figure 5.13. In conclusion, this implementation seems a feasible solution towards
further research where various heuristics could be to added accommodate pixel-smearing, stellar aberrations and
other relativistic effects - leading towards a system able to accommodate all types of remote-sensing instrumentation.
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Appendix
OpenSpace basic concepts
Some fundamental concepts for the procedures described in this thesis:

The Renderable class
The Renderable class is an integral component of OpenSpace as it is the abstract base establishing the blueprint for all
classes handling graphical context. For the purpose of this work, it suffices to note that all inherent classes of this base
must declare a render-, update- and initialization- function, as indicated by the code fragment below.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

public:
Renderable();
Renderable(const ghoul::Dictionary& dictionary);
virtual bool initialize() = 0;
virtual void render(const RenderData& data);
virtual void update(const UpdateData& data);

Modularity, Scene Graph and Dictionary
OpenSpace is a modular system, in that a scene structure can easily be modified and manipulated through outside
files. When OpenSpace starts loading a scene it does so by navigating to its dedicated scene directory, where each
sub-directory contains a *.mod text file instructing which class is to be instantiated along with any distinct properties
to be passed to it upon its instantiation. For example, a generic mod file for a planet follows the structure:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

return {
{
Name = "PlanetsName" ,
-- name of this node in the Scene Graph
Parent = "PlanetsBarycenterName" , -- parent nodes name
Renderable = {
-- base class
Type = "RenderablePlanet" ,
-- inheriting, specific class
:
},
Transform = {
-- specification of Rotation, Translation, Scale etc...
}
-- other parameters such as textures, planet size etc...
},
}
Once loaded, these files constitute the nodes of the Scene Graph - the general data structure arranging the logical
and spatial representation of the virtual scene in OpenSpace. The application iterates across all the nodes of the
Scene Graph and, for each node containing a Renderable() subclass, packs all of its mod-file defined properties into
a Dictionary - the sole input parameter in the instantiation method of all Renderable subclasses (see code fragment
under the former paragraph). The OpenSpace Dictionary forms a data structure that supports most common data
types, allowing for a list of quantities (strings, ints, vectors etc.) to be specified in the mod file and later unpacked by
the receiving class in a Scene Graph node, like a Renderable() subclass.
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